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The work of the sun is slow,
But as sure as heaven, we know,
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Wailing like voices of woe,
= There ar¢ April showers,
and flowers,

We find that it’s ever
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In this life’s uneven flow,
We've only to wait,
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friends,

you ready to sit down

God.”

Oh;

may

God

bring

get into their

1 never see a

get into

false

pro-

all the

ed man has anything to do with the
trine of election ; not a bit

more

doc-

than he

has to do with the government of China.
Well, but they say, it is in the Bible. Yes,
1 know it is in the Bible, but there are a
great many things in the Bible that the
unconverted have nothing to do with.
Come! You are invited, and if you come
you will understand.
All God's invita-

One

Peo-

get

salvation,

and things that are dark in it-you will understand by and by, although it may take
thousands and millions of years to understand it all.” ' Indeed; if you could take
up this-book #nd read it, and understand
it like any other book, it would be .a
strong proof that the book didn't come
from-God. Do you think bad mei could
have written it, and thus write their own
condemnation? And good men couldn't
write a bad book,

could they, that which

they knew to be false? You will never
stand up before the bar of God and give
that as an excuse that you didn’t accept
the invitation.
:
Then there is another very common excuse. People say: ¢ I would like to be a
Christian, but it is a very hard thing to

he a Christian.”
means that God

Now,
is

that

a hard

virtually

Master,

and

the devil an easy one. Now, it seems to
me the ones that can testify to that, are
those that have had

both masters,

and

I

have yet to find the first man or woman
who has served the Lord who would say
» he was a hard master.
What does the
Scripture say? ¢ The way of the transgressor is hard,”
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could enjoy the world and then, when
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I thought a er

got any

joy

That is one of Sa-

‘would like to become

a

Christian,

but I

by and by.

Iam

going

to lop

off this

sin and that, and then I think I will

be

fit to come.” I would like ‘to ask you
what ure you going to do with all the
sins you have committed? Can you for-

tan’s lies. . Does it make a Christian
gloomy to get rid of the burden of al! his
sins? Here is a man being led out to exremain, they
ecution and I take him his pardon—that
|Sgive one of them? They
you stay away
longer
the
and
there;
are
does n't make him gloomy, does it? Here
is a man whois starving and I give him from Christ, that catalogue
bread, or dying for' water and I give him | creasing, don't it? *You never liv
drink—that - doesn’t make him “tebmy, day without committingToge sin indeed
does jt? My little girl gets an invitation or thought. The Lord wanth you to cme
will haye
to go to a party, and I don’t hear any- to the feast as you are, and he
man w
The
you.
for
garmentsready
- thing else from her till she goes to the
a
righteousness,
own
his
in
there
went
The Lord invites you
: party;to the feast.
You
out.
put
was
afternoon,
this
we read
to the marriage-supper of his own Son,
and do n't think it is going to make you have n't any righteousness of your own.

gloomy to accept of his invitation.
There is another excuse very common:

us give up ‘makinng excuses, and now, this
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afternoon, accept of the invitation. Do n't weeks o
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bog Commission, the, Demo- |
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Some of you say : ** I never made light of | S¥eation
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ifi you don't accept of this invitation presidential question, was ging panindt
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abiding members enough among ‘them
the wisdom of the serpent,
to unite with the Republicans and save but not the parmlessness of the dove.
the country’s life. At the last moment Eventually they make him the victim of

on to be réseut
Feoet i
0
your own Son.
[pray thee have me excused.

take his pen and dip it in the ink and put
their name to that excuse?
You would

say, * Let this hand forget its cunning,
and this tongue cling to the roof of my

he

Speaker Randall has shown ' himSelf a their wiles, for
gfchemers are ustially
hero, for although he sometimes humored heartless, and wh
at last the ‘énd of his
the filibusters, yet he generally held them career has come,—~a shameful and™ disto a course that prevented fatal consegraceful end,— they abandon him to
quences. Men trembled when they re-

his fate, and he is left not only to suffer
for his own faults, but for the faults of

flected that in the power of that one per-

mouth, before I would be guilty of such a
thing as that. Pat my name to that? No,
no, a thousand times no! There isn't
money enough in Boston to tempt me to

& good hope of eternal life if you ss:

embraced

went down to the

evening meeting was observed by those

Tabernacle, }

Still

Christ.

that Saturday

will occur Monday, but it is hardly

prob-

of national

Prosperity,

impedés.the

¢

:

Ie

proge-

able that Mr. Hayes will have prepared ress of spiritual Christianity, blights
very bad during the sermon, b before who had become Christians. And though his inaugural by that time.
the biessedness of many a happy home, and
to be it was called by its original name, it bethe meeting was through I beg
Speculation in regard to his policy is mars and mutilates the. strength and the
very happy.
I think [ was c@jverted came a place for Christian counsel and “rife. It seems to be agreed that he will glory of manhood, as it defiles and. disthen.” Satan would come in !a
helpfulness, rather than of inquiry for the recognize the South in “his main appoint. figures the beauty and purity. of woman“It is all my work. I made you fe
So it continued till they ments, and that his action toward that hood. ee
unconveried.
lp
were admitted, nearly four months after- section will be liberal.
PERSONAL.
soul is in darkness again.
And
working
It is now probable that by
wards, by baptism to the church.
Mr. Moopy was forty years old Februayou take the word of the livid ]
his pen and wrote, and God said, now
thenceforward ‘uitit now, it ‘has contin- days and nights and Sunday, an extra ry oth.
vive them one more invitation, aud he * Verily, verily, 1 say unto yough
ued as a demand ‘and a ' necessity ‘on session of the House will not need to be
Tur Rev. James MARTINEAU, of Engwrote, ** And the Spirit aud the bride say heareth my word, and believeth
immediately called,
the part of these young Christians.
land, who some time: ago. was compelled
farewell
come.
Andlet him that heareth say,
President
Grant gives
his
The meeting has been used by the pasof failing
pulpit: because
to resign his
and health, is recovering:
we
cering
come.”
But some of them will say they
Saturlay
ineulcat
dimer
and
prSvingt
tor for bringing out
can't hear, so make it stronger, he says,
tain Christian principles which should
HORATIO SEYMOUR'S health‘is so much
are iny Ma ov
fui
Hayes and
Mr.
«« And let bim that is athirst,come.”
But
be specially serviceable in guarding the
broken that he does not often leave home,
Or
perhaps they will say they are not thirsty,
weak pointsin their personal religious
and public speaking is forbidden by his
HOW To DO GOOD.
and, therefore, they won't go; so make |
character. The freedom and individual-doctors.
Jopon can't ity of each attendant ‘has been encourit so strong that they can't rhisunder- Word of the living God.”
The first condition of doing good is
Mr. S. RB. CROCKER, editor of the Bos‘And he change that.
stand it; say, ‘ Whosoever.”
aged and has generally appeared, afford- being good: If you wish to make a man ton Literary World, has been placed in ar
{rm
wrote, ** And whosoever will, let him
ing the pastor opportunity to help each better, you must make him love you insane asylum.
‘ Let want to become tl in a tine (
take the water of life freely.”
NILssON has been
| one according to peculiar needs. Ques- first. Nineteen out of every twenty men . MADAME CurisTINE
him.” If God says let him, who is going vival.” Well, if this iis a real
They appointed chamber singer to -the
tions have been freely asked by the hear through their affections.
to stop him? If I walk down Tremont
Court of Austria.
pastor, and as freely answered, as to one listen and give heed to yo because they
street and come to a lodge and want to trains, and whes trip down inl
who was only anxious, as an older broth- like you. You must get their confidence
JonN BRIGHT: is said to ave medeled His
go in, and it is a Masonic lodge, I can’ town where there is not a revi
er, to help them to the best and truest before you get their ear. Only lovable style in oratory after the: Bible, Shakesnot go in, for I am not a Mason. That is
life.
men and women can be serviceable to peare, and John Milton.
And I come to an Odd
for the elect.
The meetings are opened by singing, Christ; and we must raise up aclass of
Couxrt HERBERT VON BISMARCK, oldest
Fellows’ lodge, and they say, are you an there and find Christ, I do n't ¢
followed by reading of Scriptures upon workers in the church who will impress son of the German Chancellor,” has been
Odd Fellow? and I say, no; and they you find him or where you find fim.
Then the world with their goodness, their amia- "appointed Secretary of the German Lega-“which the pastor makes remarks.
He is said to inherit much
Ah! but there is another excy je com “ | all are invited to pray—an opportunity bility, their purity, their whole-hearted
say, you can not come in; that is for the
tion at Vienna.
elect. And I come to a library associa- ‘ing up from that man way bacls {here at embraced by several at each meeting. manliness, before we shall ever do much of his father’s talents and ability.
The
converting the world.
* CAPTAIN EaDs, the engineer of the Mis.
tion, and they won't let me in there; that theo wall, Ho says: ¢bo | am afralg if I be- Then each ‘one is called upon ‘to make towards
come
a
Christian
I
won't
hold
out”
Well,
snappish
people
sissippi
jetties, was in early life dn apple
life,
club,
a
to
prim,
come
I
Christian
And
is for the eléct.
crabbed, harsh,
some expression of his
andl dan not get in there, for I am not a if we were to hold ourselves, wi vould which is likely to be followed by some are hinderances, and not helps, no matter” peddler, and afterwards clerk on 8 Missismember, and it is for the elect. | “Bat 17 not hold out, and God has grace nough question or remark by the pastor.
They give an sippi steamboat. During the war he built
what their intentions are.
to keep us. 1 once heard a maoventycome to a free library, and it says over
; they sow twenty-seven: iron-clads for. the ,governon
to
religi
evil advertisement to
They are encouraged to bring others
;
six years old make that excuse, ind the |,
will, let him
the door, .* Whospever
dislike ; ment.
s,
and
ding
Christian
erstan
not
misund
are
the seeds of
s - who
idea did seem so absurd.
1 ing six ‘the’ meeting
come,” and that means me, and in I go.
Mg.
BreT
HARTE
iS
sald
to
have
recelvsométinies with gratifying results. Oc- they are marplots to every good enter- ed a dollar a word for, what he wrote dur« Whosoever will.” The battle is fought years on borrowed time, and araid the
& ew voice” for Christ will prise.
casionally
Lord would n't keep him the res| of his
ing fis year’s enggagement. with Osgood,
on that one word, * will.” If you will,
A capacity for Christian service is the but this is somewhat of an exaggeration.
be found giving utterance with theirs.
-days! Oh, these excuses, how trifling
you will; and if you won't, you won't.
Userecord the apparentresults result of spiritual development.
they are! They are not excuses really; ‘We gratefully
A Boston writer says that his “Two Men
Then there is another excuse we meet
Teetings in the lives of those “fulness is the reward God gives for right- of Sandy Bar” has brought him $6,000.
these
of
es,
that
they
are
nothing
but
refuges
of
I
“1 am not fit.
‘with all the while:
There is” ap- heartedness. Cherish these Kindly feelthem.
who have dtte
SENATOR THOMAS Francis Bavaen if

found I was going ta_ die, could repent. sam not fit. I think that I will be ready

till he got to heaven.

pe of

ea

-

and

you to find any place in the Bible where
it says the way of the righteous is
hard. . . .. A great many people think
that Christianity is the most gloomy thing
in the world. I used to think that way.
1 wanted to die of consumption, so I

at the

for four years: Sought

of the United States
dent

ou can no

ll

gon rested the question whether the
those around him.
count was to be legally completed and
There is nothing better than downright
vitation.
But
the result duly declared or not.
honesty and integrity to carry a man
Randall did not dissappoint them in the
through this world. All tricks of craft
common: *‘ I tell you, Mr. M
main, unless it was in*doing better than
is a good deal of opposition at®
do that!” And yet you virtually do it by they feared. Single handed and alone will fail. All structures’ built upon the
sand must go down, but the man who in
in the shop, and I haven't the moral not accepting the invitation.
he fought the filibusters through thirteen honesty, and sobriety, and uprightness,
courage,” and I really think thatjis the
Suppose we put it this way :—
:
terrible hours, but he chaquered them, walks before God and man as in the light
excuse that is keeping hundreds put of
To the King of Heaven:—While sitting in and then patriots began to breathe freely.
of day, will live through every trial, and
the kingdom of God. My friends, if you bg, Taberuacie e last day of . winter, I reThe scene in the House as the count of stand aWA
in the great day of God’
ed a pressing invitation from one of your
i
bal
are not willing to take scoffs and
te be present at the marriage sup- the last three States proceeded beggars
Almighty. —The Christian.
of this world you are not fit fol God's Messohgors
per of your only begotten Son. I hasten to re- description.
Not since the days pre———
rr
By the grace of God I will be present.
kingdom.
Lack of moral couragy! “You ply.
ceding the war has there been sucha
DRINKING USAGES. have a thousand times more respet for. a
Who will sign that?
You can do it if babel of confusion.
The filibustering
The Rev. Wm. Ormiston, D. D., reman © who comes out like a Ban and | you will. A solemn feeling comes over Democrats were the cause of it, and Beetakes his stand for what is riglt, th
{| me while I am speaking to an audience be of New York, Springer of Illinois, cently read a paper on this subject, in the
for a man who dares not do it. #Now, if: like this. It'may be the last time 1 may Mills of Texas, Caulfield of Chicago, and report of which published by the National Temperance Advocate,we find the followristian see some of you, and I must urge you to
you really want to become a
were the most riotous.
a few
others
ing:
you-have got to take a cross.
‘he cross acest the invitation.
Beebe, a comparative nonentity in politics 2 If we inquire into the causes which supcomes first and the crown afterfard. Let
ree
In order to be recognized port and perpetuate an evil of such magwas furious.
the world scoff, but right’s ritht, and
OUR INQUIRY MEETING.
by the Speaker he leaped upon hi desk, nitude, so-inimical to all the best interests
for us
wrong’s wrong, and if Christ di
What shall be done with the young tipping over ink bottles and books, gestic- of society, so hostile to the pregress of'the
we ought to be willing to live fgthim. . . converts to make them intelligent and ulating wildly, — the, most rabid man
Gospel, so fraught’ with every woe to the
Perhaps I have not yet touched the ex- to secure for them growth ‘as Christians ? among that whole company of shouting, household, and so baleful to the individual,
Alpost the This question, often asked by myself,
| cuse that is given by all.
poundingg, gesticulating mad men. Phe we shall not fail to discover that by far the
last one is, “‘ I don't feel.” I wsh some- and often meeting me . from others, has Speaker
rapped
his desk nearly to most potent are the drinking usages of
.
times that word could: be aboli shed from found a partial answer, at least, in the ex- gplinters in trying to preserve order, and society, which associdte ‘the use of the
Feel! Fed! Feel! periences of more than 2 year in the fol- not till he ordered the Sergant-at-Arms
the inquiry room.
wine-glass with all that is happy and hope-joyous t———
Feel! If feeling is “attached. to Hilvation lowing directions:
Pz
to restore quiet did he even ‘measurably Tar tr-domestic life; with-all-that-is
v
with
rse,
intercou
social
in
ul
I
have
delightf
and
anywhere in the Word of Go
Sone thirteen months ago, perceiving succeed.
all that is hilarious . and atbractive on fes- :
been unable to find it. I thank Pod my an interest in our congregation in spirit-;
The progress of this whole question,
e and public oceasions, and not vinfre- HER
‘salvation do n't depend on my fi
| vial things, after one or two persons had since ‘the seventh of last November, has quently
solemn and affecting z
with all that
have got a better foundation fora r faith openly announced their determination to tested the strength of thedRepnblic as it
The mod‘religion.
of
es
ordinanc
the
than that, a better footing forfeiernity live Christian lives, we appointed fora has almost never been. tested before. in
domestic drinking of the redaily,
erate,
than my feelings. That is the 13st plank Saturday evening a meeting for igo
stood the test—thanks to
But it has
spectable and the respected, of the lovely
the devil puts out when the
sinner inquiry.
the wisdom, coolness and forbearance of and the loved, must be regared as the fount-cones up out of the waters and tries to
A number of those who assertibled =
true men.
the sup-ain-head, the prolific source,
put his foot on the rock.
Su
you that evening, together with others afterGovernor Hayes and family have ar- port and the supply, of that widespread
are dying, do you think youill have ward interested, some twenty-five in all, rived i Washington. The inauguration and alarming vice which clogs the wheels

ple say there are a great many things in
the Bible they can't understand.
A man
that is n't born of God of course can't understand the Bible. Itis a spiritual book, tions are to * whosoever.” God has not
come down here to mock men, and when
written to a spiritually minded people; a
heavenly book, written to a heavenly he reaches out his hand toward you he |
minded people. But you can understand does not draw it away when you want to
enough.. ‘ You believe you are a sin- take it. ~ Whenever men press up to God
ner?
¢ Yes.”
* That is the starting for salvation they will receive it. John’s
island of Patmos was
“Do you believe the Son of banishment to
point.”
could have happened,
God can save you from sin?” * Yes,”
e down to him, and told
Well, that is enough.
You don’t need
write this passage, and he took up
to know any more about the Bible than
that it teaches you how to

mg

| cuse yourself outof
the Tost world. Let | from the fourth of N

age
supper of the Lamb.
God in s you
now, just as you are, to accept’ ofApiain-

tion.” Well, you haven't got anything
to do with- this election. No unconverts

“mrefr-are

invitation?

dear

more.
There is another common excuse : “oq
don’t know as I am one of theelect.
If
I knew that, I might accept the invita-

they have n't got any. . . In this enlightened city what excuses are men making
this

My

fessor but I want to serve God

now, the moment you begin to prdach
the gospel people begin to make excuses. ‘Bear in mind ey make. excuses,

for not accepting

said:

come to Christ.

attention

very popular reason is the Bible.

|

bea

Any one hereto sign that ? Come,now,
do you think that there is a man or woman that would be willing to come up and

it eternally in hell. Now, that is a very
poor excuse really, and there is no man
that will go up to the bar of God and
say that that is the reason that he did not

After referring to the

te-what

closing

company here, you are going to

circumstances surrounding the text, Mr.
a Moody

and

he was at first, and so, said

forsyears, , and how,

to hell, and if you don't

tois a part of Luke 14 :19—¢ [ pray thee,
have me excused.”

from

. . . One very popular excuse is, that
there are a great many hypocrites in th
church.
Well, they are all going dowe

Mr. Moody preached two sermons last
week on the excuses that people make
drew
He
for not being Christians.
many of his illustrations from his experience in the inquiry rooms.
Frofh the
two sermons we present what follows to
our readers, greatly desiring that they
may be awaked to the weakness and danger of offering such excuses as are here
mentioned :
call

him

away

watched

many in this assembly to that feast.

EXCUSED.

The text 1 want to

mother

hi &

is the ragged sinner that opens av.
robe of heaven. It is your sins. Cid:

do n't let Satan deceive you by making
you believe God will not receive you
when you come. Idon't care how vile
you are, if you will only come to him today the Lord will give you a welcome
and receive you lovingly.
Say, as the
prodigal, *¢ I will arise, and I will go to
my father, and 1 will be at the feast;
God helping me, I will sit down with
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob in the king-

When the winds of winter blow,
And buds

for

his

Of course the artist wanted

finally, he returned home and was received with great joy and full forgiveness,

So we'll not forget,
:
‘When the skies are wet,
There's green grass under the snow.

And green grass under

how

nel

| you.

clothes and washed and his hai i 0!

Mr. Moody related a story of a way-

THE SNOW.

The man can

appointed time, dressed in a

You need not wait till you get better, but
come just as you are, and I tell you, upon
the authority of God's word, he will receive all who ‘will come to this feast.

7, 1877.

fe

illustrated this thought by a sto!
artist who found a beggar on fe
and arranged for him to com
the prodigal son.

That |. | Wasusgrox, D. [oy Match 2 871. which ae in high rept
. The count
the pr of men. Fi A:
{8 to me one of the most solemn ly a The end is reached at last,
ad[ore
com
is
votes
the electoral
of‘Rutherford
Hows:
an bev
| the Bible. God do mt want you ttof
B. hit yes. is. declared,

' but ity ou insistupon if, he will Cos

and: let you sit

he will not receive you,

7 ‘WASHINGTON 0ORRESPONDENGE.

‘“ Not one of those who was |

3- | den éhall partake
of my supper.” '

Jesus just as you are. Mr. Mo oo

down at the marriage feast of the Lamb ?

The Morning Str,

cused.

of heaven, Christ's righteousne

If you have a son who has

been a wanderer on the face of
ahd thst boy comes back and
his sins, do n't you forgive him
is one here who is willing to
God, have you any ground for

should be addressed to the Editor.

torn. Je
Western

Drunkards, thieves,

carrier whose clothes would nd
perhaps a dollar,and the rich’ tan (
ed in broadcloth, when they

dear the army, both had to be ;
My
bonds, all of them invited.
friends, don't think for a moment he puton the uniform of the gopromen

Rev. I D. STEWART, Publisher,

HULING,

|

Who is invited?’ He says: «Go into the
| highways and hedges, and compel.them

Freewill Baptist Printing Betablishment. to come in.”

_

receive me.”

If you ‘were to

go and dress up,

would strip you of every rag and
,®
”

God

clothe

men are hiding behind.

Another common excuse is: “Fea

believe.”

Who?

wants you to.

Yourselves? §

Can not you béli

Has he ever betrayed your config
failed to keep his word with Abra lo

Jacob, and Daniel, and the pari
and apostles? There, is no ress
man should

not put

his

This excuse is another lie.
¢ los: ‘ Tice, "

trus

parent, ore ‘or '1é8s' distinctly, a clear, ings toward People,

| definite growth'i in Christian character on
|-the part of ‘the entire number. Not one
i |'seems to be failing -to-day to maintain a
consistent Christian life, while in many
there has been marked and promising
|*growth. ‘They have been guardians and
helpers for each other. The meeting has,’

Tyu

“|

Not one in {i is on
ot be-

bly can give a good excuse for
coming a Christian now. Every
‘had better be laid aside till this

settled.

RH

of course, not’ been the chief cause of this

staf:

jhe light of siernily, hold ® to it

«Be kindly affectioned one to another,

with brothetly love."—Golden Rude.

attended it to

been:

to

as * in shape ltke
graphically
a his
: described

State,—long and narrow,—and his intel- .
lect is built a goed deal on the same" order.
It reaches down to a solid‘basis of fact and
logic, and towers up a long! way, but does

RN

not broaden out much.”
:

CHARLES O’CONoOR is '& Little, di6d-up okd
man who looks like pictures of Stephen

Girard.

He

has

an

Irish

face,

:

scanty.

‘| white hair, and a fringe of white beard:
from one car to the other under thefthin.
F.
Geo.
Rev.
by
articles
two
The
p=
~
folly of unbelief, His face wears the ‘expression of pain.
and
sin
the
on
t,
Pentecos
‘bona school in Christ
not shall be His voice is loud and resonant, witha
PUP
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‘entitled, ‘He that Believeth
of" ‘Christian nurture and’
Damned,” and ‘which originally appeared
‘has, by God's blessing,
have been issued in tract form,
inexperienced

untried,

a liv ing, loved, and

But, my friends, if you have go|a good. "helping them

use don’t.give it up for what |I have
a.
If you have got an excuse that will

is a sorry Way
To abuse another’s piety
’

Jo prove your own,

growth of intelligence and steadfastness,
but it is acknowladged by all who have

to them, a
helpfulness.”

let them perceive

that you do.’ Have a warm grasp, and a
Jbright,- cheerful face, for every one.
Because a man will not go ‘in your path,
do not stone him and call him hard names.

souls

appreciated service ;

know themselves, their

better—a blessed
work, their Saviour
W.H.B
Christian school.
. |. Main St., Lewiston, Me.
v

in the Star,

slight brogue noticeable in his speech.

Sai

dF Mr. ‘Moody declare that ‘no uncovert- ed person has anything more to de with the
dred. This is the bare cost of printing. doctrine of Election than he has with the |
We can most earnestly commend them to government of China.” Now what. will-be
:
done with Mv. Moody?
the attention of the unconverted.

and may be had of Eben Shute,
the rate of 25 cts.

a dozen

or
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2 per hun-
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sea, and is so shut in by the rocky
| as to have the ‘temperature of an
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the spirit
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Notes and Hints.

13, 14. Eusua’s ReTury. (1) “© He
took up also the mantle of Elijah that
fell from him.”

The force

of the word

w, ~~ * also” is seen by reading the preceding
verse,

walls
% 4

The mantle of Elijah was an,

un-

tanned sheep skin,worn not as a sign that

cho, especially that to the

soutlf

towards
.

the DeadiSea,
for want of i
tion, is
barren as a desert. (2) The ** cruse”
which Elisha wanted was a new *¢ dish,”
sach as was used in cooking.
He want-

ed the saltto show that a miracle’ was to
be wrought in the cléansing of the waters.
Salt, to those near the Dead Sea, was
kriownto be an undesirable ingredient in

:
while

A lithé

land at~the bottom of thé sea.

shall be

f

healed these waters,” saith Jehovah. Per-

.

n

the

twenty-five years, Which passin the early You
part of life without much fruit, and the plan

he was a prophet, but as a peculiarity of haps the city, in spite of the prophets, seventieth year of life, there are fortyNow
the prophet. By throwing it over Elisha was idolatrous, and the miracle was five years which we call mature.
suppos
that
a
man
throw
away
in
every
e
in the field he called the latter to be a ‘wrought of Jehovah to restore faith in
prophet, and now he leaves this ascetic himself. (4) Mon cast the salt of their year fifty-two days for Sundays, thirteen
, garb te Elisha as successor in the office. own doings into their hearts for their days for illness, vacations and other in(2) Some writers think’ because it is cleansing, but unless the Lord says, ¢‘ I terruptions, and suppose that for fortyhere twice written that he smote the riv- have healed these waters,” the spring of five consecutive years he works 300 days
a year—a very large average ; that would
But the life isnot healed.
er, therefore he twice smote it.
Life must be pure begive
a man, in the mature part of life,
second merely repeats the first-account of cause the heartis pure.
The heart must
13,500
days. If you please, there isn’t
the narrative. (8) It is evident that Eli be pure because we beseech the. Lord to
Supposing that a
sha hardly knew the degree of power cleanse it. He will cleanse it when, in any doubt about that.
man
have
health
and
industr
y enough to
which God was placingat bis command. the faith that Elisha here shows, we reHe did not know that the request made pent, and pray for his pardon. (5) The work ten hoursin each of these 13,500
days, he will have 135,000 mature work.
to Elijah had begun to be fulfilled. Hence spring which
Elisha healed is supposed
ing’hou
rs. A man whois fortv,liowever,
Ye asked, Is Jehovah here with me? (4) to be the Fountain of the Sultan, two
has
but
90,000 hours left; a man who is
The power that cleft the river was vot miles from the filthy village of Riha or
the mantle of Elijah, nor the influence of Eriha, from the site of the ancient town a sixty has so few hours left that 1 don’t
want to shock you by mentioning their
Elijah, but thg power of God.
The pow- mile, at the base of a hill.
The water is number
Calculate for yourselves how
.
er was responsive to the appeal.
Elisha suflicient for a mill, aud is sweet and
much time is left you.
At the end of
had all his former faith, and “hoped he clear.
(6) ¢ Unto this day” is a sign of 135,000 hours
the
mature
wotking porhad higher faith than of old, - whether the later date than the event of the aution of a life is ended, and there is no
enough to work the miracle that he had thorship of this book. If Jeremiah comseen Elijah perform, he did not feel pos- piled the book, he may have meant until doubt about this proposition. Positively)
the pulpit knows something on this point.
itive. He found himself in the favor of his day ; or it may have béen copied verTime moves in a straight line, never in a
Se able tosecure divine help, as was batim from some of the records out of
circle. We say Tuesday comes back to
needed.
(5) God blesses a struggling’ which the book was compiled. Jeremiah
Tuesday, Wednesday to Wednesday, Janfaith. He does not wait for its maturity, lived two hundred years later.
uary toJanuary.
The name comes back
That is because yirtug consists in right
23—25.
Tue CHILDREN DESTROYED.
to the name, but not the thing .to the
endeavor, That is alse true because it is (1) From Jericho Elisha went to Bethel,
thing. In no circle does time move, but
the very nature of God to aid those who to the school of the prophets there.
On in a straight line, an eagle’s flight, forth
)
cast themselves on him. He divides the the way, @ ¢ by the usual road” which
The trees stay, but the
rivers before the feet of such. They pass winds up through a defile in the Wady and right on.
leaves fall; and you und I ave leaves, not
safely through the floods; they reach their Suweinit, under hills then covered with
trees.
desired haven. ©
forests and the haunt of savage beasts.
A thousand summers kiss the leaf,
15—18. THE SEARCH FOR Erwan. (1) (2) There came forth ¢ little children.”
Only one the sheaf.
« The spirit of Elijah doth rest on Eli- The word for children, when not qualified,
A thousand springs may deck the trees,
sha.” This was recognized in his success sometimes denotes young men.
Ia this
Only one the leaf.
in dividing the Jordan.
It will be re- case that meaning is exclusively the anBut only one, and that one brief,
Mine the trees and mine the leaf,
membered that these ¢“ sons of the proph- nouncement that they
were °° little”
ets” stationed themselves near the river childgen. (8) Out of the city refers to Mine the leaf, but not the’sheal.
to witness the ascension. Hence they saw Bethel. The capitol of idolatry for tlie
I assume as a second point of certitude,
the . that we want to go hence in peace. How
._+__1bis act of Elisha, and recognized it as | kingdom was’here. Elisha, having
done by the power which Elijah' had shaggy mantle of Elijah, was know
as “can wedo that? Does the pulpit know
.
own. Itseews also to be part of their a. prophet of Jehovah.
(4) ‘* Bald head” anything about this subject ? Is Boston so
Be ii) that the spirit of their propheti- is in the East a term of reproach.
lifted up with intellectual conceit that she
The
cal teacher and chief had been given to Israelites seldom saw the head bald, ex- does not know that she is going hence?
Elisha; fdr* they bowed themselves to .cept as the result of leprosy or other dis- Has she so far forgotten that she is to be
the ground before him.”
This was an ease. It may, on the other hand, have gathered to her fathers as nof to find it an
act of submission to him as master. = (2) beenan ascetic practice of the prophets to- interesting question how her fathers went
They besought him to allow them to go shave in pari their heads.
At any rate home in peace, as many of them did? Are
and search for Elijah, Thcoygh they had the term was used derisively. The words
there any better ways for going hence in
watched to see the translation, it does not “ go up” have no necessary nor reason- peace than our fathers had ? Has the natappear that they witnessed the event. able reference to the‘ascension of Elijah. ure of things changed at all,in the: last
They inferred from seeing Elisha alone The verse Says, * he was going up by hundred yearsin: America? Is, the govthat God had taken. away Elijab.
The the way.” The children hooted after him) ernment of this universe elective? Problanguage, ** the spirit of ENjah doth rest and told him to * clear out,” just as such ably if the soulis made ona plan; there
on Elisha,” denotes their knowledge of rude boys now would speak. . espe- are natural conditions of its pedee,
the removal of the former. © They. knew cial force need be'laid on the words ¢ go and it is incontrovertible that the soml is
it by inference; perhaps by sight, per- up” other than this.
(5) The curse of made on a plan. For you say law. is unihaps by prophetical insight.
(3) ¢ Fifty Elisha was * in the name of the Lord.”
versal, and therefore I undertake to, say
. strong men” they were, and more.
The Probably, as a servant of the Lord, he that the soul is made according to a plan,
school was well sustained.
It had many had been reviled. Hence to Jehovah, the and that therefore there-must be natural
members. The serviceof God drew to God of Israel the insult was paid. ¢¢ The conditions of its peace with itself and with
_ this school and to other schools the choice spirit of the prophets is subject to the the
universe around it.
This book
minds of (he nation’ who wished a pure prophets,” says Paul.
Whether Elisha. (pointing to the Bible) says that unless a
monotheism to prevail in Israel, and was actuated by motives of hatred to- man be born again he can not be at peace
were ready to devote life to this end.
So wards the children, or of a zeal for . Jeho- with God. What if the nature. of: things
now the service of God requires the. con- vah of a temper like that which slew all says the same thing? ¢ How can two
secration to it of strong young men. The the prophets of Baal,can not be determio® walk together unless they be agreed ?”
charch needs them. What is our Sab-’ ed. We forget that the ages have chang- Whether the Bible is inspired ornot there
bath-school doing to supply the church ed, und that the gospel brought trath in- is an immense sense in that *‘ can.” . Yes,
with a ministry, and the great ¢‘ field” to the ‘world never .known
before, by and ‘it ‘applies. to you, William, whose
with reapers? every reader of these notes which we may justly judge acts done un- bargains for the Jast week have ran as
shonld ask. Our schools of the prophets der its light, but not acts done before its close toi lies as the eyelids to the eyeball,
_ should have from our Sabbath-school, at dawn. (6) The main thing is here to be it may
be ; and to you, John; who ‘have

4
¥

N

‘

- Jeast one representative. (4) They besought

permission #0 search for Elijah.
They
believed in the physical power of “the
Spirit to catch up Elijah and to carry him
, through

the

air

to

any

distant place.

Obadiah confessed to the same faith. The
= Seriptares give no warrant for belief that
" this was ever done.
From the mystery
of Elijah’s movements, and from his

suc-

eess in defying the search of Ahab, to the

idea that God transported him frotk place

to place was an easy step.
These men
believed Elijah to be dead, and were desirous of giving him a decent burial, or
else they actually supposed him to be

.

v

dropped on some lone spot,

in mountain

or vale. The former view best comports
with their previous knowledge
of his
eoming remgyal, and with

their

remarks

about the spirit of Elijah: The latter sup-

posiiion contains also too crude an idea
of the goodness of the Spirit. - God would
- mot be: wise and ‘good if he could take
Mis prophets and cast them out alive on
»
the sides of mountains, er down.ravines.

Such a belief of ‘the disposition of Elijal’s
body, however, is free from objections.

'
gE.
i

remembered, viz., God ‘punished

‘wicked

children. The two bears came from" the
woods along the way, and slew them for

their disrespect to the man of God.

God

will punish

‘men

those

and holy things.

who

revile

holy

Let children be taught

to respect the Christian church and Christian ministry.” This is one of the most

desirable truths to be gathered ‘from this

sear

ought the young

give ni

prophets to

to their teacher.

19—21, Tue WATERS

(1)

HEALED.

The eitizens of Jericho came to Elisha for
_ hisaid.

They

kpew.of his

eanse they Knew

power

be-

of his relations to the’

_ school of the prophets in Jericho. * Per-

Raps, too, they may have known how he

erossed thé Jordan,

They spoke

of

Jer-

Let us see, also,

20

§

I was not in the

of your

not
get

toward the back.
away
from that

individualities.

You

drop

be-

cause he had no friends there. © The body
is not you. Your dropping the body is
not the dropping of your personality.
You are going, as a rsonality,

into

the

bank,a little west of Montpelier, at four
o’¢lock on a winter's morning, on a rail,
way accident.” I wanted ths Book, and

ness never helps toward the eross, ex.
cept as God may Cresrale to that ead.
of ages” then was Biblical inculeatitn, Otherwise, it is but a
cet 41 |
Biblical promise,
Biblical exhortation,
Again, we are ‘apt to’ -put of Iéolemn

the thing which seemed to me the

*‘rock

and the tried and tested certainties
of this: promises in the place of obedience, to
revelation

of God.

Iwanled

that fora

dying pillow, and not Theodore Parker's
guess, if you pléuse. I reverence Theodore Parker as an anti-slavery reformer.
1 reverence

men who
when 1lié
ulations to
that Book

hundreds

and

hundreds

of

don} "hold my opinion; but
dying, I don't want their spcrest. my head upon. I want
for a pillow, for that Book rests

on the nature of (hings.

That is the only

honest Book in the world.

That tells me

what I am; that tells me howto get into the mood

of

peace

with

Godj, that is

what I wanted on a cool winter night, as
I rolled forty feet down a precipice, expecting instant death; and if thatis what
1 wanted then, it's what I want any time,

isn't it? What is true in our highest moments is true in all moments. And what
we see only by flashes is true’ the whole

unseen holy with your consciousness,your -day long, the whole year long, life
If there is any
reason, your whole mental nature, social through,eternity through.
and moral.
Your intellectual percep- any certainty, it is certainty for all time

* * *
a
tions, perhaps, all that is woral in you, ‘and places.
may be quickened in activity, when ihe |
WAYSIDE SKETCHES,
flesh is dropped. That seems more probable than

the reverse,

and

now,

* how

BY

ERNEST

ean tivo walk together unless they be
agreed?” The plan of your nature isn't

: xo.

would you be happy there? Five hundred

ceive

of you%uid, a few moments ago, that you

how little compared with what every sincere follower of Christ Jesus.should ie-

wished to be nearer to God; doyou?
soon will be, whether

you wish

You

it or not,

in one sense, nearer to him. * Abide in
me and I in you,” There is a profound
sense in which that will be your history,
whether you will

object

with our

characters

present

or not.

Bat

if,

unchanged,

we stood in the dateless noon of heaven,
should we be happy? George Whitfield

before the year comes round,

nourishment,

takd care of itself.

i

RE

There may be danger,if a
without due instruction, is desired,
moting his salvation; to do that
does not imply the givingof his
and

coutinue in

his

sims.

Those

this

question,

but

Why is\this the case? How
we -hear tke remark, ‘We had rather
a cold meeting to-night.” Should the
blame of *¢ cold meetings” be laid on the
meeting, or on the heart which failed to
approach near to the Lord Jesus, and,

awn, in far the greater

who

‘conduct revivals,—so
far as mortals may
be said to conduct

them, —should be wel

aware of these dangers.
Every solemn promise
posed to make

whieh it is pre-

should be well considered.

If preposed by the leader of a meeting,
he should thoroughly explain its fall im-

But there are some,

to promise anything ‘without careful oonsideration. Ifa pledge is, if 1 may be
allowed so to speak, suddenly sprung
upon them and in advance of their state
of preparation, such persons, if consclentious,—and
they
are
often, doubtless,
among
the
most
conscientious, —will

probably forbear to take it. * It should
not, therefore, be rashly assed, much

less proclaimed,

failed "to

shat all who have de-

clined a human pledge have denied Christ,

and resisted the Holy Spirit. These very
persons may be nearer the kingdom than
some

who make a hasty promise. We
respect: conscientious
scruples.
who,

at first,

seemed:

to be held

back by them, may tura out to be among
the most trustworthy amd
exemplary
Christians.

,

Pledges should not be too

frequent.

Undue frequency
detracts from their
solemnity and power.
Things of the

and _ often

asked this question, when he spoke to] receive
warmth?
If attendance on ghe means of grace
15,000 people on Boston Common. All
who ha¥e taught religious truth for eight- does not benefit Christians,the fault is our
een centuries bave asked

Singer;
in prowhich
heart to

God, that he may rest in that outward ac,

| should
often do Those

ceive!:

as an inevitable cousequence,

fail
td an.

swer the expectations excited ? And
do
not some do this very thing, over and
over, year after year? The promise seems
to afford contentment, us if it would, now,

perhaps, as sincere and as deeply impressed as many others,"who never like

2.

spiritual

nevolent societies, at an enthusiastic an.
niversary, will make high resolves, which,

be lightly broken,

WESLEY.

professed Christians small who attend the
various means of grace and yet fail to
receive benefit? Some, perhaps, do rea little

make the : promise uw shbstitate'
for fis ful.
fillment, . Whe has not. marked
haw be-

port, and skiow its propriety. If a solemn
promise is lightly made, it will pr6bably

«1
have attended church for twentylikely to be changed to-morrow ot the | five vears, and have never received any
day after, and unless you come into har- benefit.” Such were the words of a promony with it always, the dissonance of fessed follower of Christ Jesus a few
your natuye with itself will be its own wecks since, when asked why he had left
great ~gnd lasting
punishment.”
The off attending religious services. May not
Cumberland can not swim out of the this language be used by thousands of unCumberland.
'
converted hearts?
and is the number of
Suppose that you, with your persoml,
present characters were to be in God's
more immediate presence at this moment,

forth some effort, to take credit to ou.
selves, as if, mow, we,by our own doings,
had lessened the obstacles Tietwéen our.
selves and .salvationj but selfqighteoys.

number of cases.

and thére never has been but one answer. Christ Jesus is traly found whenever two, |
Whenkd man has listened to the still, or thrag guest jogether, present with them
small'voice, he has said:

** As

for me, I. able, willing, wuiting

am the son of a man of unclean lips, and
2

my lips are unclean. I cannot go before
the great white throne in my ' own holi-

ness.

Tam not fit'to go before

God

de-

pending on nothing but my own righteousness.” ' A man in his senses is not likely

to say that he is ready to face God

all

alone.” Now you have got to ‘face him.
How are you to do it in peace? You
“would not be happy if you were in heaven
‘at this moment.
I should not be happy.
Verily, you need a change and I need a
change too, then. That is a perfect certainty. There is no doubton that point,
and ““how can two walk together uuless
they be agreed?” 1 don't know of an. in-fidel on the globe of any pretension to
scholarship or to clearness ef thought, I
don’t know of any ‘man who pretends to

anything like clear thought,

who is not

willing10 admit as a plain deduction
from the nature of things that similarity
of feeling with God is the natural condition of salvation. Now that will be true
Wednesday and Thursday and Friday,
and as late as Saturday. It will be true
of the day when,

in some lonely ‘room, in

the presence of friends or in the presence
of God only, you lie dying.
I was wheeling the other night between
Mount Mansfield and Camel's. Hump, in
northern Vermont, and suddenly I heard
the sound of the railway train céase. We

of this temple by the holy grace of God.

That '# ean” in the words, ** Can two
walk together unless they be agreed ?* is
a supreme appeal to the nature 6 things, 4 were moving twenty miles an

was four o'clock,

and Edmund Burke used to say,‘‘Neither

wishes nor mine will change

looking down

hour. It
Orion was

and great

upon

to

bless,

He ney-

er fuils to fulfill bis promises. If Christ
‘be present, and he ever is, where Hes the
blame of coldness? on the meeting, blessed

with the presence

of the Saviour, or on

the heart; whose door could not have been

and history.

But, pledges shoald uot involve things
well-nigh or quite impracticable. ft is bet-

open, élse the Master would have come in ? ter not to vow, we are Divinely taught,
Is it not too true that many professing . than to vow, and fail to fulfill. Pledges
Christians attend

religious

should not involve injudicious and iojuriIs it ous services. What if the leader of a

services

very

mach as a matter of duty or habit?

not also true that many attend without
expecting any. definite blessing ? Far
too many listen to the sermon rather

as critics than as those hungering

and

thirsting with

de-

eager,

uncontrollable

sire to be filled from the table of the Lord

meeting should invite all present, who
were willing, to promise that they would
press the subject of
personal religion upeu

all whom they should meet? Would it be
discreetto make stich a promise? Who

would keep it? Who ought to makeit? It
would oblige one to thrust the subject

on a high-spirited

up-

sinner, in his worst

Jesus. They who thus seat themselves moods ; upon an earnest busihess-man, in
at the feast of good things, need never the midst of presging busivess; and, on
expect to receive much ssourishment, many an occasion, when the intrusion of
this subject would do moré harm than
much soul food.
.good. Not many, who should make stich
As good food taken into a healthy body a promise, would continue, long, to keep
must be resolved into bone, muscle, flesh, it.
i
and sinew, so good food partaken of by "Tt istiot well, usually, (0 help persons

itself into ‘to a hope. If they truly resign themyet what selves to the sway of Christ, they will,
commonly, begin to think, soon enough,
weaknessof faith, what fearfulness, what ‘that
old things are passed away and all

a healthy soul

spiritual

bone

must

vesolve

and

muscle;

comparative lack of living soul energy is
felt by most of us! Where do we obtain
soul food? Where, unless at the various
means of grace ? Here is the place for
Christians lo partake of the living bread;

here the place for our

faith, love and

of

us

attended

religious

services for twenty-five years without
receiving benefit? or have we attended
one such meeting without being strengthened? If so, the fault is our own. The

new.

We

should not

may mar kis work by impertinently inter:
fering with it. ThereIs danger ol'encour-

aging some to consider themselves converted

who are

not, to their

that of the cause.

a minister;

strength to receive hourly renewal.

Have any

things are become

run before,
but follow the Holy Spirit. We

injury and

For the endorsement of

or other prominent Christian,

may be to some who have lived in utter ig-

norance of religion, satisfactory evidence
.that they ‘are born of God; and so they
may look no farther for evidence. This,
brethren, you will see is possible. In

REVIVAL MEASURES,

ancient religions anll mythologies is most
striking. In them everything is vague,

tive— [51

, place,

circumstances so har-

presence I expected to be

bere with whitened heads will have : gone
hence after 30,000 hours more of mature
ldbor, or less.

.

AER

Rh

Just the experience

drowning came
.

When'the battle: was fought between
the monitor and the Cumberland, you remember that the ship Cumberland was
sunk in water so shallow that her tops

drew’s cabinet,
had a friend in

the

hold

of the Cumberland as she went down.

what it professes to be, a-recitdl of absolute fact.or it is most bare-faced falsehood,

He was the surgeon, and was so absorbed
in his attention to the wounded that he

the most cunningly contrived ‘of all indpostures.— Tayler Lewis in S. 8. Tinies.

of

in an jnstant.

many

to me as

who are

I lay wide

awake in the berth of a sleeping-coach
and waited for the striking. We struck,

and the interior of tHe car fell together
like cob-work, and I felt that I was alive
and uninjured, the escape owing

wholly

gallants remained above the waves. A to the strength of the frame-work of the
friend of mine, who was/in Governor An- car. The common passenger carriage

monionsly fit together—that it is either

I would offer my thoughts upon this
subject with due deference to the views
and practice of wise and good ministers,

taken

into a boat and

|

saved,

Now,

the

judge and act for themselves, supremely amenable to Christ ‘alone; and not forgetting that ‘* circunistances alter cases.”
It is customary, in the conduct of re-

vivalg, to ask for pledges by rising, or

just ahead was smitten to pieces and set ‘otherwise; and it, seems to be
on fire, and in our cafriage the first ques- that. good results fromi committals,
tion was: “‘-Are there any lights here? er or not they come. shortof , the.
Put them out.” Now in that instant, I ments of the gospel.

whether 1 had attained similarity of feeling

Bat you say this is
Veen

ary

whethrequireTu

ises, considerately and intelligently made,
may be greatly helpful, either to the regenerate or unregeneiate. There are,
however,come dangers connected with the
making of promises, which those, who
invite the people to make them, do well
to consider,
Tn

and bated what he bated.
Tt ‘was a
searching question (6-'mé at that moment,

am.

thought

* There is no reason to doubt that prom-

eousness ? I didn’t thick I could be safe
with God unless I loved what he loved

with'God. Yes, yes.

profession

sheuld,

=

ordinarily, be

made.

I do not consider our present circumstances precisely like those of the day of

Pentecost.

I' would

aware that all have a perfect right to ‘that there is more

didn’t escape from the hold of the vessel, wanted peace with God. What do you
and came near death by the rushing in suppose I depended: on? My own right-

How to interest children in the regular of the howling brine. But, being a- bold
gervices of worship and preaching isan man, he kept in view the light which
important : question. It. can never be set- streamed through the batehways,and,aidtled by merely. finding fanlt with parems ing himself by the rigging,at. last, alfor refusing to force the children’s attendance on services which they deem unat- most dead, reached the strface and was
X

Ld

aud
not

said he.bad no interest in cemeteries

the analogy be-

jeho as pleasantly situated.” "It rested on
a plain, abundant in trees and watered by, tractive and tedious.—8. iS. Times.
f.-

front
will

your body, but that is not you. How dol
know but there are many empty sleeves
of soldiers of the Union here. They may
haye left all their limbs at Gettysburg and
have been trundied here to-night, yet we
sbould have said, they are here. Thoreau

brought in here the fetters of ‘bad. habits
which you don’t mean to break, 'as‘ you
might on the hither side of the: threshold

your fond

~The promise made may
; foster
.

the great majestic
great vevivalg, itis common, I believe,
the nature of things.”
Tdon’t see how ranges, I heard for 30 inslae the bumpfor
some, who appeared well, to soon
‘Master
has
passed
us
by,
not
because
he
tween the cleansing ofthe heart and the two can walk together unless they are ing of the-wheels of the’ railway carriages
into a state of carelesspess. It will
fall
healing of the waters. . See, also, remark agreed. I feel very sure I can not get | upon the railway timbers, and then felt saw us not, but because when he stood be so, probably, for a long time to come,
(5) under the first subject.
if ministers and churches are ever So
away from God ; I feel very sure I can myself reeling down an embankment the by our side, we knew him.not. - |
We can not search hearts, and
ER
ER fh
SE
not get away from myself; 1 feel very hight of
whiich T estimated by the time | Let us see to it that not one such sea- faithful.therefore, judge from appearances,
must,
son
of
soul-refreshing
power
passes
by
Elijah’s body, when taken from the sure I can not get away from my record when
gg/left the track to the instant of
with what discretion we miay. And, yel,
earth, became one of the incorruptible of sin in the past. How am I to live at the-effd
which came not; - will it never without refreshing us. If our heart be my brethren, is it not true, that the best
forces of the universe; it was etherealiz- peace with all these things P Look at come? I thought of allmy Jife in those in- ready, we may rest assured there will be instructed, bopeful converts, who were
their
ed and fitted for its new state of being. these matters: earnestly, not for amuse- stants of suspense. Idid. I give yon no more cold meetings, but an uninter- not over-much encouraged, but took
conviction and conWe can not tell how this was, neither can ment, for we are going hence. . Absolute- my word of honor that I had passing "be- rupted season of growth, strength, and .stand from thorough
consciousness, usually hold out well?
we deny it. The rationalizing commen- ly there is a certainty that after about fore me a very complete and vivid . record usefulness.
O--B
0-5
Due deliberation before’ joining a
hd Sanan
tators, in their usual way, call it maythi- 90,000 more mature hours of labor almost of all my eareer, especially of its relations
church is desirable. I, may differ from
some of my esteemed brethren as to the
.cal or legendary, but the differnce be- all of us will have gone out of this stage 10 that God in whose more immediate
degree of deliberation with which such
BY D. D. TAPPAN.
tween it and the ordinary myths of the of existence, and some of us whom I see
lesson.

indefinite, conceptionless, to such a degree-that ‘it is impossible to assign to
Some disposition of the body must be them chronology, or geography, or consistency of narration. They have grown
‘made. ‘Tt could not go to heaven. . (5) up
from, some idea or fact, which has
Elisha did not consent because of sympa- shaped itself according to the varying fanthy with tlie plan; but bécause of impor- cies of those who have made it the subtunity.
The search was asfutile as he jeet of story or song. Here, on the other
is so minutely deseripThad predicted
it would be. Three days of Cay
ain

The

trouble with that theory,
y Higjiy is,
that we are the Cumberland, and the

Cuthberland cau not swim away from the
here no longer. . This itt
otic This Cumberland, ean it? You «will ‘not get
is the clock. There is ‘no\ doubt pbout away from yourself and the Jaws that are
that proposition, that we soon mustgo indplied in the structure of that nature.
hence. Letus begin with a certifude Tow can you walk with yourself unless
which needs no discussion; namely, that you ave,agreed witli yourself? that is,
ve must Soon pass into the unseen holy. with the plan of your sony and 1 hold a
Did you ever calculate, my friends, that man’s soul is made to be conscious and

It had nothing to
watér.
“I have

of the new birth.

self.
Bible says the new birth is. Medea. -vighteousness, and thus hinder
instead qf

ourselves, and swim away from our own is Biblical, or because ministers teach it,
personalities, and thus leave the. Cumber-, when 1 was reeling down the marble

the number of working hours in the mn- be in harmony with God, just as assuredture
part of life is only 185,000° Rest a ly as the band is made to shut toward
(3) The castingin of
moment
on
that thought
Betwee

springs of water.
the salt was needless.
do with healing the

exploded doctrine

|

BR

rr ——t

ares sptit————;

we go down in the sea of death and eter
promoting
the welfare of saint of sinner, =
*Mnity we shall in some way éseape ‘out of mood to sneer at the new birth because it It is very matural, when we have thus put

ARof in the
ake wb WOwerd

world ; a little while henge: we

ssp

for salvation. . Well,

ome

pears above, and the tex

Much of the land in the Vicinity df Jeri- 17.

“SPHERE SPIRIT ON ELISHA.

The

[We make room here for a report of Rev.
Joseph *
Cook's
sermon preached Jecenuy
in the
Tabernacle.
We use itasit
appeared in Zion's Herald. The subject ap.

plain lies 1300-feet below the level qf the:

Papers.)

Sn

the

that works in human nature is, that when

r

QUESTIONS

ERTITUDES IN RELIG TON.

ee

| insidious and almost unseen expectation

.

ail

Sabbath School Lesson— Mach 18.

two perennial springs send their streams
out to clothe with verdure a tract that
without them would be a dessert.
The

@ommunacations.

pem——

a

| S. Brpartnent. :

a stream, having in the west the Quarantana mountains, from the base of which

¢

2
—

respectfully submit
danger of self-decep+

tion now; alsg| \that since there are
now different/denbminations, it is simply a dictate of good sense to examine

the creed and polity
Joining it, both as a

of a church before
matter of honesty,

and to prevent fickleness. But this takes
some time, Then, it would not harm the

hopes of supposed

converts to subject

er their religion goes

into.

them to a few weeks’

their recreations,

trial,

to see wheth--

their business,

their politics, anda

their affairs, It would take
to ascertain this thoroughly.

time

some

3

- A probationer’s class is a desirable
arrangement, employed, it may be, by
many. Every pastor could thus pretly
faithfully: indoctrivate the converts, and
they would, if well taught, not only know
what they believed, but why, and Jearn
some lessons which might last, touching

holy living.

.
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THE
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Selections.

Chi

HYMN,
Thy

that love to share,

t

Many of our readers remember

when

power.

power.

And

and was

I am

sure,

in

one

of

his

need,

for

this

ye are the branches.
me,

and

I in him,

that

the

took for his text, ‘No drunkard shall
inherit the kingdom of God.” . After

made,

courage. The young and diffident sit si-

the

pastor

finding

iu them

those

who

is the

remember

matter; but

the past, and

then

its

better methods , do not need to be told,

What is to be done about this deca-

dence of the covenant
first place, let those

meeting?

churches

In the

which pre-

serve it in its. pristine excellence,

resist

all efforts to change it. Or, at least, before sanctioning a chunge so radical as
that which we J]
described, let them
send discreet committees to visit churches
where the change has taken

the

mind,

.

he

.

;

place, and to

which the
the old at-

tend as a solemn duty, only with no expectation of spiritual profit. We can not
afford to keep up a mere traditional service,

from

Let us

which

reform

the

the

life

has gone out.

covenant

meeting

al-

together, or abolish it alogether.

There may be some

taining the life which

such an audience as this, that

properly THSpired, 15 1u-

the life of heaven;

for in

home

life,

for authority, obedience to salutary law,
affection for the ruling power, and all
the
Hl

sprightliness and buoyancy of conhappy and vivacious existence.

1 know not-where the kingdom of God,
as expressed in the state and condition of
finds a nobler

human life,

than in a well-ordered, virtuous Christian
home.
I know

not

is able totakea

that

who

is able lo esti-

that

rational view of life;

began tbat wonderful
gave as a type and a

supplication.
his speech

prayer
pattern

which he
of mortal

through it get an insight

into the customary workings of his mind,
that by this sweet and holy word be was
accustomed in his tender and unexpressed

need be no sort

of constraint exercised. 1f all present ‘are
called.on to speak in. turn, and -any do
not respond, their liberty of silence should

be regarded as sacred. But usually it will
bo fannd that where all are expected to

in his
in his

mind as it acquires intelligence; in his
heart as it ripens in affection ; in his spirit
as it acquires holy culture; the father
sees, and not only sees,

bul receives

question not often asked, but,to my mind,

nevertheless, and
heads this article.

Are our good deeds ‘‘ works,” or are they
“fruits?”
There
is a vast difference.
One is the result of effort, and the other
is without it. One springs from without,

within.

One ig%always

from the flesh, the other from the spirit.

In Gal. v. this contrast is very clearly

brought our. *“ The works of the flesh”
and “the fruit of the spirit,” are here
spoken of as -epposed- to. one another,

and as being in

‘not

to

truth so" antagonistic

be capable

of existing

as

together,

and great difficulty with regard to Chris
tian ‘work, ‘arises from overlooKing this
distinction,
:
:
The difference between the two seems to

me just like this: Let

us supposean or-

chard filled with

trees, which

apple

bear

" No {ruit, The owner goes to great pains.
trouble, aitd ‘expense to make bushels

after bushels of beautifully moulded and
painted

wax

apples,

and hangs

With infinite pains, upon each
Sw branch and twig of eVery tree.
arn

ing

me warn

them,

little
This

statement

in

have

such

a

heme,

the

make

it

heaven, and think not the heaven to come
will be a new state, but ouly the prolongation of the present state.- It is by the
multiplication of: such . homes, Task you

Would be “works,” and very beautiful
and attractive looking work it~ would be.
that
the other hand, let us suppose the to observe, friends and ass
owner to spend nll his care and pains on Godliness is to be multiplied until it beek!

when

immediate

relief

who feels

your. _home

circle,
which shall

if

I

I but the power to quicken your consciences, instruct your understandings,
and bring into alliance with my endeavor
your affections, how I would plead with
you!
Had 1 the
power to ‘show you
what is ahead ; could my hand bat lift the
curtain of the unlighted

the ruin

years,

shrouded within

trable darkness,—your

wife’s broken

children’s

heart

own

and

shame,—how

and'show

their impenewreck, your

misery,

would

your

I plead

with you!
I see the kingdom, and from itI see
you expelled. 1 see the work of your
ife. I. can besummed up in a sentence:
“Heaven was yours and you made it hell.”

occasioned

either

They

reach

to a healthy action;

they

PILLS

world.
for the follo:

Asthma,

Bilfous

the

Skin,
wels, Consumption, Debility,
Dropsy,
Pysenjary,
Erysipelag, Female
Irregularities,

Feversof all kinds,
gositon, Inflamm

are genuine
as

agent

etc.

unless

the sigmature

for

United

the

| flung into the
are. abroad.
ist, “my hope
to charge my

my words ave but aschaff

air when the wild winds
I can say with the Psalmis in God.” I calljupoa him
words with power, and

send them to the

destination

he.

intends,

edged with the energy of the Spirit. that
they may cut into and cut
through
the armored indifference of men, and
and be as that sword which pierces to the
joints and the marrow.
Keall upon him.
to do the work I can not do,

in triumph

through

vot.

He may

stranger.

He

and

the gate which my
unbar and!swing
the divine opporyou are preaching
be the interroga-

I dnswer: I Xnow

be”friend.

may

charge

be

He

here.

may be

He

may

be far off. But to him, whether known
or unknown,
whether
nigh or re-

out on to the mount-

him

and

find

him

not atall, my Mastér

will follow on, find him, lift bim in lis
arms, bring him to the fold, and there
shall be joy in heaven at the return,—joy
that a an who had wandered away and
lost it has been brought back to the kingdomof Gud.
‘
w
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. B.—Directions for the guidance of patients mm
very disorder are affixed to each box
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Why ? For the same reaas
ven above. The
Bronchial Tubes aresim.
ply conductors to carry
air to the Lungs, hence
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to the seat of the disease,
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to die by all physicians
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the stimulus

that a home was intended by God to be, ains and felt’ his way through the darkand by the favor of God still is, the gate- ness, searching for the lost.
way to heaven. , And the pillars of this
Oh, whére shall I find him? How shall
gateway are planted .in this earth, and I find him? Shall I find him simply bethe heaven to which the entrance between wildered, simply lost, not knowing which
them leads is the heaven below; and they way to turn, perhaps not knowing his
do slight and wrong in thought the pres- peril, needing only a voice to cheer him,
ent and attainable bliss, who turn
from
and the touch of a friendly hand to guide?
it as if it were not adequdte, and strain
Or shall I find him bruised, bleeding,
their eyes aftera far-off happiness. If the wolves ol’ appetite and passion ragyou have not—as ‘some
- of you have not ing round him, and their bloody teeth at
—such a home,” then may you indeed his throat? . I knew not. My Master
solace and strengthen yourselves, too. seos better than I. And this shall cheer
with
visions of one tocome.
But if me, this shall be my hope,’ that if I miss
you

water;

smallof the back at bed time.

means have failed.

And Oh! what joy it must be —it is— | mote,
I know
the
wisdom and the
for man {to feel that of this kingdom, so power of heaven will send my speech.
puve, so true, so. peaceful, so divine, he is I.draw the bow at a venture, but I draw
king, — that over all its activities, its ex- it for God, and I know that God will
periences, its progressions, its increase, guide the arrow’s flight and send it home.
he is throned as the honored and wor- I have not preached, this sermon for the
shiped head. What heaven can mortal many. - I have preached for the oné,—not
find like to it? {Tt is not a figure of speech. for you thousands, but for you few. I
therefore,
friends, but a statement as imitate Him to-day who left the ninely
as a

little

No medicine will so effectually improve the tone
of the stomach as these Pills; they remove all

feeble hands can only
joy-of the finest (developement known in open, thereby making
the universe.
If he cannot find heaven
tunity.
in such contemplation, where shall his
“Where .is the man
blinded and obdurate nature see or feel ‘at ?’ 1 can fancy may
it P If, with a wife to love, with children
tion of your thoughts.

accurate

too

JNyEst

HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vice-Prest
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these organs, whether

or

in your blood; the silliness on violence
of its cursed influence in your speech ;—

selves, I know

participate, few will decline to do so, and
that the interest of the wmeetldg will draw
to it far more than can be induced to attend where there are formality and coldness.—The Watchman.
.
.| to watch, play with, labor for and eduPUARYCRNCI PEs
0
EI
3 Ahn
cate, he can not find the kingdom of (zod,
“ WORKS" OR ''FRUIT"—WHICH ?
I know not where that man shall find God’s
In
all Christian
effort there is one kingdom among menor on the earth.

from

And let

ing with men upon this theme.

ancient

the other

fact.

the blindness of men addicted to this
habit.
I know their unreasonableness
and the hardness of their hearts.
Did
I rely on myself to-day, I should go
from this platform as men go from failure into bitter disappointment. For inthem-

of his child as it grows in beauty;
nature as it develops in grace;

meeting to its

much

3
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of the skin, this Ointment is
does not heal externally alone,
the most searching effect to
evil.

cure, the following diseases:

too

TORS AND

Why ? because Asthma
is a contraction of the
prouchial biibes, canged
y inflammation an
WE GUARANTEE TO tation ofthe mucus memCURE
Coughs, Colds,|brane lining the bron-.
Diptheria,
eumonia,(chial tubes.
Use OsNeuralgia, and nearly all ygenated Air as we will
other
severe
attacks,|direct, and we will warwhen all other remedies|rant a cure. We have
fail.
;
cured cases of 20 years’
standing,

against entreaty; you persisted in the
habit, for which yeu could give no excuse
but that which all sin can give for itself
—ryeour wicked inclination.
My friends, I feel my weakness.
I
have felt it more than once when plead-

It isevident, as you follow

and

seerete

MODE

hr

whether they be: affiicted with stone or gravel,
or with aches and'pains settled in the loins, over

had but a voice capable of adequate utter-

ascend.
highest honor, and his feet stand on the
plane of sublimest dignity. In the face

a very important one
that is the one which

they

op

ITAFFORDS A SAFE AND TRUSTWORTH

ASTHM A!

Disorders of the Kidneys.

ance, how I would plead with you! Had

manifestation

your Oint-

Disorders,

In all diseases affecting

done the

Jaw of nature by your careless habits,

ing. We respect the feeling, while we
regret that it is carried so far. Of course,
usefulness, there

Invariably

ON IMPROVED
REAS

ESTATE,

ALL PERSONS THAT
read this are invited to
send for our large and
beautifully illustrated Pa- and if you will follow our
er, sent free to any ad- directions, we
arantee
ess.
to CURE Bronchitis.

HOLLOWAY'S PILLS

has killed

EVERY INVESTMENT BY 4

FIRSTIMORTGAQE

Cataxrh,

BRONCHITIS!

ment behind the ears, and the noise has left.”
if ‘Send me two boxes; I want one for a poor fam.
ye.
;
I enclose a dollar; your price is 25 cents, but the
medicine to me is worth a dollar,”
‘Let me have three boxes of your-pills by re
turn mail, for chills and fever.”
“Send me five boxes of your pills.”
Ihave over 200 such’ testimonials as-these but
want of space compels me to conclude.

‘And all eruptions
most invaluable, It
but penetrates with
the very root of the

place you side by side with the murderer,
—Iloaded with an odium, weighted
with
Sesponaliiiity, greater and heavier than
8.
Oh! men who are violating
the first

it is reverence

a reaction in the minds of

the covenant

in

the inflammation of

against

the

the most delicate and refined, and a dread
of utterance even in the covenant meetIn restoring

produced

breath;

meeting a delight, owing to the diffidence
of many wko now come into ‘our churches. Ladies may hesitate, alarmed at the
thought of expressing themselves before
a room-full of others.
The movement in
favor of giving greater publicity to women, has created

brutality

IT SECURES

* |Why? Because Inhalation is the only way that
the Air Pass
can be
_\|reached, and Catarrh is

:

Ointment cured me of

Irubbed some of

~ For Cutaneous

you, men whose habit it is to go 10 your
homes with the smell of liquor in your

difficulty in main-

once made

“Your box of Holloway’s

noises in the head.
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World.

“My nausea of a morning is now cured.”

and blood into the
for their support,
charities of a world.
heathenish cruelty,
upon the children,

which has

Whole

fouler deed?
ih
:
; the regions of the kidneys, these Pills shotild be
A dreadful picture, you say. Aye, it is; taken according to the printed directions, and
but it is a picture of imagination that can® the Ointment should be well rubbed into the
be

see if the transformation has
proved of mate the causes which produce delight;
advantage. Weare quite confident that that is able to receive and impart those
after due investigation there will be no impressions which make for peace; can
desire to tamper with an agency which look beyond the possibilities of such a
our fathers found so useful in all the exi- home when he casts aboat to discover
gencies of centuries.
blessedness of condition.
In the second place, where the change
The highest dignity known to mortals
has taken place, und has worked out its isthe dignity which attaches to parentage.
usual result, we think the church ought The noblest title by which man can be
to abolish the coverant meeting altogeth- addressed, the title which Kings have
~ er, or elsé restore it to its original mean- envied and appropriated,
is the title. of
ing and uses. We can not afford to have «¢ father.” This is the title which Jesus
a meeting which brings discouragement the Christ was fond of applying to God.
instead of enthusiasm. We can not afford With this august and beautiful name he
to bave an appointment from
young flee in pain, and which

to say

the

“1 gave one of your pills to my babe for cholera
morbus; the dear little thing got well in a day.”

mother, parent aud child, which are in- that he speaks the simple, solemn truth,
cluded in the home life of a people.
that you ave in danger of committing a
One need not hesitate to declare before crime. against your wife and children,

no interest,

but torture, rather. They
become a
source of weakness and retrogression,

———rather-than—of
may wonder what

and

lations ; and to those exercises of affection
between husband and
wife, father and

goes to his home despondent. The meetings grow thin, as the young fall away
from them,

body

Let us again move on until we come
te another point of our discussion, whence
we shall command another, landscape of
thought,—a landscape of great variety
and beauty. I refer to the domestic re-

lent. There are dreary pauses, during
which the desire that somebody will say
something becomes absolutely painful.
The hour comes to a close; and the peodisheartened, and

the

too,

of

GAPITAL, $2,000,000.

by

Lad

CATARRE!

Facts!

chronie.”

his ‘man, I will put this other wrzteh who
has murdered the peace, love and hope
of a household, and ask you, and great
Ileaven,

These

Testimony

'

' [Ne. 1]:

Extracts from various Letters :

which

unnatural

—and beside the murderer who

speaking of the effects of the intoxicating
drinks upon
continued :

and with

Mass.,

I had no appetite; Holloway’s Pills gave me a.|
hearty one.”
“Your pills are marvelous.”
“I send for another box and keep them in the
house.”
“Dr. Holloway has cured my headache that was

ena wife's heart; murdered the’ family
peace; disgraced the family name ; squandered the bread from the family table;
wasted in careless living the furnishing
turned his own flesh
streets without a penny
—with no hope but the
that visits, with the old
the sins of “the father

1s
Lowell,

HOLLOWAY’S PILLS:

a man who has destroyed a home} broke’

of a heme,

CO,
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The

in the

murder,

&

treated

DR. TOWNSEND'S
{xygenated Air!
T
CURES

this

BREPARED BY

AYER

Mark

- The world has many criminals. In it
are men whose hands are stained with
blood. They are judged by divine and
human law, and are alike accursed. The
public sentiment of the race calls them
monsters, and thrusts them through the
cheerless portalsof shameful death out of
the world. We
will not question that
judgment. Let it stand. But show me

TEMPERANCE.

touching but little onthe spiritual condition of’ the speakers. Those who take
part are usuallyathe same who take
partin the prayer meeting, as they are
the only omnes with sufficient zeal and

1urder,—a

|
C.

1y17

nation.

forth much fruit; for without me, ye can
do nothing.”
Fruit is always spontaneous.
It does
not come by effort, but by growth. It is

Five

punishment

J.

distance

sent free to any address.)

Practical and Analytical Chemists.
Sold by all Druggists and Dealérs in Medicine.

might be called the slaughter of! the innocents—a single homicide supplies no
standard by whichto measure condem-

bringeth

TEMPERANCE AND THE HOME.
In a recent sermon, published in the
Golden Rule,
Rev W. H. H. Murray,

not what

wholesale

abideth in

same

Dr.

equate in the case of him who has without cause destroyed a home. Beside such

Iam the vine,

le

:

an

at ‘a

Perfect Successby describe

(Send for our large, beautifully illustrated paper

ready and prompt relief of its members. Sickness, suffering, and even life is saved by
timely protection, ©
.
:

pe

company,

ing their symptoms,

ingof immunity from their fatal effects, that 18

jurisdiction of eternal justice, and by the
arbitrament of God, shall be deémed ad-

to be indwelt

its own course, and none are requested
to take part, nor is there any thought that
there will be a geperal participation.

retire

I know

Union.

troduction by the pastor, it is left to take

ple

protect,

children,

and possessed by the fruit-progticing Life.
The flesh can work, but it €annot bring
forth fruit. Only the spirit can do this.
“The branch can not bear fruit of itself,
except it abide in the vine; no more can
ye, except ye abide in me.

setting

with

| well founded if the remedybe taken in season’
Every family should have it in theif closet for the

sweep, shall wave you off forefer, but
Jou are destroying the heaven within, and
ringing misery to the angels tha} inhabit
it, and ,whose peace it is your duty to

therefore, as Christian

we shail need

not only

Persons

their terrors, to a great extent, and ‘given a feel:

front of the gate which’ leadetl into it,
whose flaming sword with iudignan

the smallest: fruit of the

produced

are

All

Mail

of Coughs, Colds, Consumption, that can be made

ful affections, its holy experien

also values in-

of marvelous cures, that
have won for it a confi:
dence in its virtues, never equaled by any other
til makes the most effectual cures

by medical ¢kill. Indeed the CHERRY PECTORAL
has really robbed these dangerous diseases of

exercises, its sweet contentmen

for in vain.
3
How .is it with you, my dear friend? Is
your Christian life a life of effort, or of
free, spontaneous growth? Is it *‘works”
or “fruit”? Which?—H. W. 8. in Our

certain extent, of revival.
In many places, we are happy to believe, the covenant meeting still preserves
its ancient character, and serves the blessod purposes for which it was instituted.
But in many places it has been changed,
and not for the better, After a brief in-

are

words,

known to all to whom this
me
come, by mouth or type,
that i

the gutcome of an inward life, and unless
the life is there, the fruit will be looked

amination, and hence of prayer, and, to a

speeches

(0 a

habits, either here

who shall read these

workers, is to see that our lives are
filled with fruits and not with works.

heart wants of his hearers, which.had
been disclosed to him, The covenant
raeeting was a preparation for the holy
communion, a period of solemn self-ex-

long

o
or

}
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Now, let it be: known

than years of anxiousand wearying work.

enabled to minister to him, if he required
ministry, or to encourage him, if his state
was one to be commended. The pastor
was made acquainted with the necessities
of his flock, and could preach with the |

a

to

The gardener will value one living peach
that has grown SPomancous)
and. naturally on a carefully watched
peach tree,
far more than a bushel of wooden peaches
beautifully carved by the arduous toil'of
the weary workman.
And our divine
spirit

bronght

brother,

heaven is

phaseof the kingdom of God. |’
rming
disqualifying Tounaiesfor its

finitely more

and sorrow, with

and

that

said our Lord, ‘that ye should go and
bring
forth fruit, and that your fruit
should remain.” It is not so much what we

Husbandman,

triumph and joy, which made
There were tears and smiles
Each one learned the spiritual

of his friend

eople,

doas how we do it,that is of consequence.

the covenant meeting was the great and
solemn occasion of the month. All the
members of the church’ wére expected to
be present, and all took part in the exercises. Each, from the youngest to the
oldest, told his religious history for the
few weeks preceding. Some brought

state

re-

everything else to be fruit and not works. _you indulge in drinking ‘habit
‘I have chosen you and ordained you,” making it ‘impossible to enter

-
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OOVENANT MEETING?
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in thi s crop than the other, no one could earth bec
for a moment hesitate between the two. heavenly
: yore iA Hage
man’s efforts, within,

And
f would sink me in the dust,
1 would
be thine; as Thou art mine;
In Thee I hope, in Thee I trust.

With Thy directing hand to guide,
1 fear no pain, I fear no ill,
Sustained by Thee whate’er betide,
I know I have my Saviour still. =

{
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it
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of apples irom the celestial to the terrftrial, and |
without the paradise which men fooli sty see only
needing to be molded or tied on. This Iu vision, as something they shall not
| would ‘be “fruits.” And although there have until they die, shall be sén in the
migut be less perfect symmetry and beauty getual, and the nigh. The h
sof the |.

When sorrow pains this heart of mine,
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sult of this, a plentiful crop
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love alone,

And meekly ask
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‘digging about. the roots of’ his trees, en=" comes univ
off all the multiplication
riching-the ground and pruning

Dear Saviour, thus to Thee I come,
With all my sorrow, all my cave, .
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a means Of helping converts, as well as | has much to do with his influence. He
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best they could 4in enlightening his mind | oldstory of the clerk or cashier who on a
of awakening an interest in the minds of loses no time. Even before he gets upon
small scale takes his ‘employer's money * inBut poor
any others who may be inducedto attend, the stand he begins to announce the open- | 88 to the cause of his misery.
tending to refund,” but somehow never reach_wiil not be ‘overlooked. How rich have | ing exercise. And while the last word s | Job could not see that they did him one ing the refunding point. Such defaulting is
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You see Ro halo about his head as he between his chin and his chest, His
hread-{-10-6Xpress «The power to distinguish
stands there in his Tude pulpit ‘preaching is generally well proportioned, with a between truth and falsehood, and to, For the benefit of
adapt mieans
to ends?
Itis something
contemporaries, we

salvation.

No ethereal glow lights up his

scientifically,

presence,

like

that with which

the

old

Ours contemporary

sundry , blue-glass-crazed

would add, however, that
we see no necessity of repeating the large num-

slight approach to flatness. His forehead
is white and fair, and makes up in breadth

at

Apponaug,

and

and

upon which the intellect may rest as upon | per of ex periments—some- dating back two
very positively disposed of
a rock.
It is made up of those convictions centuries—which
|2T
the whole subject, even if by not doing so we

expressed

for the

success

other
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not so la

earnestness

of the

and solieitude

cause

of Christ,

patch church, May 4-6.

We

Haw-

:

C. W. WEATHERWAX,

:

Clerk pro tem.

WHEELOCK Q. M.—Held its last session with
the St. Johnsbury church. The reports from
the churches indicated a good healthy working

I

spirit, but not one of
general revival.
Th
session itself was one of interest and profit.
Bro. Fernald, Financial Secretary, was pres
ent, and spoke feelingly and well on systematic
beneficence before the conference.
The con-

ference endorsed and recommended the plan of
the Mission cards to the churches.
aaa
8. 8. NICKERSON,

earnest

PRAIRIE CITY
Q. M.—Held
with the Prairie City church,

churches were all represented
delegates,

There

were

Clerk,

its Feb. session
Feb. 2, 3. The

by

letters and

present

Revs.

J.S.

Dinsmore
and W. 8. Taylor, from Hancock
and Quincy Q. M., and al
Rev. E. Dudley
from Iowa, which added much to the interest
of the meeting. The preaching was by Rev's

WE learn from the New York Hérgld that
at the Free Baptist church in Twenty-ninth

Dudley, Dinsmore and Taylor.
Resolutions
were passed in memory of
Deacon Nathan

Record,
street, there hive alréndy been baptized with- early
in
in the last six weeks thirty-seven persons; and. Foreign
a number are still awaitifig the bestows! of the
Néxt

of Prairie City, who departed this life

the

winter.

Collection on Sabbath for

Mission, $6.00.
session with the.

Maple

Hill church

rite: Among the number immersed on Sab- Friday before fourth Sabbath in May.
bath evening, Feb.
25, by Rev. NK. TL. Rowe
the oh was an old colored worhan named

;

sxe miles east
nell
on the C. B. & Q. R.
R.

Maple

of Bush-

. P. CHRISTIAN,

Anderson, or * Aunt Becky,” as she

is famffiarly known

thos

much to the interest of the occasion.
Next session with the East Branch,

ceive a call from aly church within the - limits
of the R, I. Association or the Western ‘R. I.
Q-M.
B. D: PECK.

Re!

d

times, yet

were favored with the presence and labors of
Rev. M. R. Kenney, of Hillsdale, which added

protestations of the entire church and people,
as I understand.
His labors will close on the
.last Sabbath in March, and he is ready to re-

lieve that Gen. Pleasanton deceives both him-

wished

brethren

sense of duty, much to the regret

~ To depart from’ evil is understanding. objection to his reviewer’s use of the word “deAmong the different definitions of the | ception,” which word, says the American in
word understanding, does not this come | reply, ** we employed advisedly, since. we be-

——

MR. MOODY AND HIS WORK.
. After all,

does

the

present

found the meetings well attended, the members prayerful and earnest, Bro. Geo. W.
Wallace is the pastor of this church, and for
more than six years hi has labored faithfully
and successfully in this vineyard of the Lord.
Bro. W. leaves this place in obedience to a

the Chicago Inter-Ocean.

Many a sweeping revival has begun in
the fear | there ias no sound basis for his theory to rest
time of spiritual coldness by the pastor first, like a good-natured, sincere, healthy of the Lord, that is wisdom; and to de- upon. To this criticism Gen. Pleasanton replied in an open letter, his main point being an
His broad chest, square shoulders, | Part from evil is understanding.
inviting to his study any who might like
But ; what

attended as at some

| honest citizens. - Mr. Palmer served two hon-

inue to increase we

| example is made of the larger criminals.

say, ‘Let us all bow in silent prayer,” is the place of understanding ? Seeing it ——BLUE GLASS. General Pleasanton’s theosvould be Christians is often of such a and the act somehow impresses you with | is hid from the eyes of all living, and ry of electrical blue glass cures is being pushed into prominenceby the discussion that has
- nature that being talked about freely the feeling that he detected somewhere | kept close from the fowlsof the air.
He fing an answer :
arisen over it. Closely following his own
with one of God's servants, it would |in the audience a need of just such an ex J
God
understandeth the way thereof, | statement of the theory, came a review of it in
yield at once. And even if there is no |ercise. This species of spiritual discern o
For | the Scientific American, in which the Generone of his and he knoweth the place ‘thereof.
apparent religious interest in a church, fhent, shown in many ways, is
he looketh to the ends of the earth, and | a's method was spoken of as the *‘ blue glass
;
3
The very thing in the way

the Vauburen church, Feb,
session was enjoyed. Though

is of a

APPONAUG,
R. J. Some three weeks since
Rev. Ray Clark, of Michigan, commenced a
series of meetings in Apponaug,- R. 1, and
good results to the church in that place are
noted, and it is hoped that a good revival may
be witnessed in the village. Several are awakened, and some, it is believed, are converted.
It was my privilege to spend several evenings

Out of an honest heart | hecoming alarmingly common, and will con-

own pastors may be learned by reading | his feet ready to begin the next. H e | he cried:
be found ?
But where shall wisdom
an article on the first page. It is one speaks rapidly, and often at a white heat
and where is the place of understanding ?
of
earnestness.
Je
watches
the
audience,
ofthe chief instruments, at certain staprice thereof; neithMan knoweth not the
ges of their work, that Mr. Moody and and apparently tries to direct all the ex- er is it found iA "the land of the living.
The depth saith, It is not me, and. the
all other successful revivalists use.
Per- ercises, especially of the prayermeetings,
It can
mot be
sonal intercourse and direct questioning so as to best meet the moods of the mo- | sea saith, It is not me.
5 | gotten for gold, neither shall silver be
will often do more in five minutes than | ment. Frequently he will arise from hi weighed for the price thereof.

professed religion, and the whole work
promising character.

Clerk.

in the neighborhood of - CORINTH Q. M.—Held its Jan, session

=

with

painters have Siirrounded the pictures’of what it lacks in hight. His cye has a
her house in West Twenty-sixth street. It is the West Topsham church. We were favored
a basis | earn the imputation of closet theorists. Our stated that she was born in the year 1765, and with Jood weather, consequently there was »
the saints. On the contrary, he stands merry twinkle in it that almost never | Which we are willing to trust
very
ree
for a winter session.
circle squarers, was 111 years
there before you a plain, unpolished man
old in last July. The fact of her Although there was no especial revival interBut that is owing to the for all our reflections on men and things. | long Exgirionce in dealing with
pn
Li,
ee
blue
per
we
Do
?
mind
of
development
the
is
It
extraordinary age is authenticated by indisput- est reported, yet the churches seem to be wakof solid avoirdupois,—he. must weigh healthy, pleasant influences under which
in the mechanical and sciéntific able testimony. Aunt Becky formerly acted as ing up to the fact that there must be a more
rife
over two hundred pounds,—almost the the lines about that organ have been form- put enough emphasis. on this phase of deceptions
enables
us
to
bear
such
animadversion
extended and
persistent effort made to advance
1d
a domestic in a family by the name of Worth, on the line of battle. Tothisend a corps of
:
last person you would naturally select ed. From where we sat, the rail before edueation # Do ‘we distinguishit" from | with unruffied equanimity.

the world did not know that already ! He
is a disciple. That partly accounts for
his power.
Let us emphasize that fact
of his being
u disciple.
He follows the
Master. He looks up for help. * Lord
“God, without thee I am nothing,” he
ays. But he also follows men. That is,
he tries to learn from

them, to

on

acuteness

hand,

and on the other hand

godly

fear

which

is

the

one

of the benefit

‘We presume that nine-tenths

from that | derived from the use of blue glass is owing to
Under-

wisdom?

standing takes hold of both of these,

But if it really

the imagination.

any-

helps

to be over particular about
but | body, it isn’t best

hive expected to finda smile actually
playing about his ' mouth. We can at|it is neither. Itis the road to wisdom, | the nature of the cure.
least approach definiteness in describing » | not wisdom itself. It is the tratlr, but the — THE EAST RIVER BRIDGE. - For the first

get their

him to New Hampshire people, whenwe

tell them that from his mouth up,
Moody somewhat ‘resembles

the

lican

governor of

nominee

for the next

their State—a, resemblance

that

| truth as not yet one with the life. .
time inthe history of the world a bridge now
But must one depart from evil in order | spans East River, and the cities of New York

Mr. |

Repub- | to get understanding ?
neither

_ideas-of matters and things, spiritual and | man need be ashamed of.
But it is nearly as vain to conveyan
temporal, and then to anneal them in the
white heat of his faith and make them adequate idea of the .man and his work
help him in his work. For instance, by such a description as this, as it is to
when Rev. Mr. Pentecost took up his get a true idea of the force "of his preachBible at the last Wednesday noon meet- ing by reading the newspaper reports of
.ing, and began to read an occasional | his sermons. He is a consecrated Chrispassage and explain its meaning, Mr. tian worker—without culture excepting
Moody as diligently followed him in his that of the Spirit—emphatically a man of
own Bible, and as closely attended to common sense—whose wisdom is “Chiefly

what he said, as though he had been the | that which God alway3 gives to the sincere disciple—whose methods are those-o f
neediest learner in the place.
Sn

Zzd if he looks up for help, he also
looks around. Men and women are his
And often the meanest men and
. books:
women at that.
It is human nature that

he wents to know

intellectual

mere

in whom the spiritual qualities should be which he speaks hid at tithes all the lower
~ ubusually developed.
portions of his face, and at those times,
~ But he isa man of power. As though judging from the eye alone, we should

about, so as to know

Let us see.

.

will fretfulness, or anger, or treachery,
| or trickery,
or profanity, or lying, or
stealing, or alove of strong drink, or

lust, or any other evil thing give

aid in

getting understanding P Certainly not.
There is no- need of saying that they,
each and all, have the opposite tendency.
He who begins by deceiving others
soon comes to deceive himself, his eye

|Suits

that men of the world

engage

in

and guided and helped by a faith and a pur[pose such as God always honors by

The

only

a

to rest, but it is

one,

safe

and

con-

a [foot

andiby

bridge where the main structure is by

practically

solves the question of bridge transit between
the two cities. The foot bridge is constructed
primarily for the laborers on thy main’ structure, but adventuresome
pass over it.
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Fo

is pledged to add al
Every one may
Hill. Ofcourse he thus finds much that is | other needed things.
have
it.
It
might
not
help any other
vile and bad, but out of it he picks whatwork that Mr.
same
the
do
to
Wsestperson
and
through,
shine
may
truth
ever
itin\ his : work, just as Lieut. Maury Moody does, but it would help every one
«dredged among the, depths and shoals of do his own work just as really and as
at the

North

on

End and

Beacon

.the Atlantic, and enriched the fields of
.scientific learning from the mud that
«he brought up.

Jn this respect Mr. Moody is like all the
most successful workers among men. He
tells people about themselves, He also tells
them about men and things better and
/ higher than themselves, and shows them
how easily, by God’s help, they can at. tain those higher spheres. He is practi. cal in his work. Here is aman in the
‘Mr.

. gutter,

Moody

him

helps

Work.
MINISTERS

OHIO.

his

it, God

the gutter.

But how often the brilliant

Dear Brethren:—You have all received,

1 presume, from Rev.E. N. Fernald,
the Fi-

1like the

plan well.

the Tabernacle.

He considers no pledge

we believe to be sham
lives, which we do
dn pabltes
denominate
8

causes :

One

for.

the

Foreign

a committee

with the churches of this and the
of toFoxconsult
River Q. M., with regard to the benefit

Dodge-and B. P. Bolar met on Feb.

tentive congregation.

14,

after-

and evening, at Springfield, Ind., to

give

of their appreciation of the

‘revival work enjoyed in that place under the
labors of these brethren, and lefl, as a result,
$50,—Rev. D. C. Burr, of Parker's Head,
Me., expresses thanks for a, gift of £60, Feb.
22, and for a Christmas present of §15—all in
excess of salary.

and

pro Fety of

consolidating”

Rev. A. H. Huling was

WE learn from Bro,

L.

Parsons, of Wood-

dale College, has been with that church about
six montlfs. / During that time over fifty souls
have been Brotight to the Saviour; and still the
good work is progressing.
This week a series
of meetings was to begin, at the conclusion of

two

into

with us from Chicago,

Next session

with

the

Manchester

& Cale

donia church, May 25—27,
:
P. 8. DOOLITTLE,

Clerk.

OXFORD Q. M.—Held its last session with
the New Haven church, Feb, 28—25. A gool

it 4

attendance and the spirit of revival made

good meeting.

Bruce church,

North

Capac and Riley Center report
Center has enjoyed a glorious

About

sixty

Branch,

révival. Riley
outpouring 0!

professed faith

in Christ, mostly heads of families,

stock, Mich., that Bro. J. C. Mitchell, of Hills-

could

the

on the Sabbath, apd preached to a large and at-

the Holy Spirit.

WESTERN.

I have no doubt,

scholar, the shrewd lawyer, the arch pol- be sdojied by all our churches, every one
itician fail just when they would succeed doing # little, if not more, each week ‘‘as
because in their youth they did not get the Lord shall prosper them,” the sum
understanding, trying to believe that the contributed, to forward our denominasuccessfully as it helps Mr. Moody do his. mind and héart can each live its own, life
and interests, would be
tional work
I
Ae
and can be made practically ind ependent
greater than has-ever been, as yet, realof each other. Consequently their lives izéd.
TEMPERANCE AND DIVINE HELP.
are a failure in their own eyes, and most
safe
only
the
that
Mr. Moody believes
If that plan is not adopted, let me suggenerally in the eyes of the crowd, whom
gest that we adopt the plan of quarterly
basis of reform among the intemperate is
they vainly think they have deluded or at collections.
by trusting in God for help to conquer
least mystified. They must be full of
In Ohio, our churches, if not adopting
| the appetite. This is the position, also ’ conceit, if they imagine that there is no
‘‘weekly offering” system, should
the
work
temperance
in
r
co-laborer
of his
one who can penetrate the sham of their take collections, once in three months,
Mr. Sawyer, the gentleman who conducts
lives. And there are a great. many lives making four each year, for the following
the most of the temperance meetings at

a donation

one
{. M.
v. L. E. Bixby was with us
from the Fox River Q. M., and by his kind admonition and good counsel cheered our hearts.

substantial tokens

;

if the “ weekly offering” system

acknowledges

$60.00 from the society in St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
James Ashley received $150,
Feb. 22.—Rev.
Jan. 25, from the Mason church.—From his
church and friends Rev, E. J. Doyle received
$60, Feb, 27.—The friends of Rev’s M. M.

OF | noon

vicious habits that one must forsake in nancial Secretary of our Parent Foreign
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WANTE

410 pr wml, °F $6,500,00000

TTI

& Co , Portland

N. Y., or 287 Vine st., Cincinati, Ohio.

Music ‘Books # Sabbath Schools

Letters Received.

Harrington—E

Rn

Stiff Neck,

GILMAN

W Allen—L Bunuell-M V Adams—P Aldrich—J
water —8 Bathrich—B R Buzzell—Mrs Diana Bates—
W M Baker—dJ Blaisdell—A Bachelor—I M Bedell—
J 8 Bralnard— NW Bixby—G 8 Bradley—M 8 Bean—
Mrs N Beebe—Mrs M B Bickford—dJ Clapton -O Camp
bell—Mrs R J Cowles—] C Conner—L, G Clark—B M

in

£17,504 84
17,038 32—30,684
507 96

-

$2,626,816.00;

-

-

3
and

29,634,461 61

.

-

| ie

WANTED

Embraces biographies,

Sprains, Bruises,

Addresses.

W A Barden—J M BarBer—A B Barker—E Alcorn—
At-

H. HALLETT

& SANKEY

-

Novel-

Terms

at

WORLD—being

from the great preachers. Sketch and portrait of
P. P. Bliss, etc.
720 pages, 13 engs. Price, $2.
Sells at sight. For best terms ever heard of address H S. GOODSPEED & CO. 14 Beclay St.,

woramiobrdee | Bron 3. on Ahan:

open

Rev F E Davison, Pittsfield, N H,

Bubar—A J Ezstman-~R

Tea.

©

Chilblains,

town.

$314,440 98
201,152 21

.

.

working agents;

dresses, prayer meeting talks, incidents, anc

Cords,

Back,
Felos,

/

Post Office

own

R.

CURES
Neuralgia,

to

96
.

$33,311,413

-

:

patictpating
-

the

1v49

AGENTS

College:
will

outfit free.

MOODY

Denomina-

Notice.
Any churches desiring the next session of the, ST.
JosEPHS VALLEY Y. M. will please ‘notify the clerk
soon,
.
D. P. HATCH, Clerk,
Homer, Mich,

College

week in your

8th

Rheumatism,

Scalp,

the

of

|

for the full history of the Wounderful career of

&

MAGNETIC

it

The spring term of Hillsdale
Wednesday, Mareb 21,

expenses

AGENTS

g

True.

’

and

new goods; send stamp for reply.

.

Namber of policies in force Jan. 1, 1876, 44,661.
Number of policies in force Jan. 1, 1877, 45,421.

for sam-

aine.

Dr. Streeter’s

First Resurrection, J.L.
CO. A, HILTON, Clerk.

Hillsdale

H

is Not

if above

Forfeited

$1,000

PROGRAMME for Ministers and Layman’s Institute
of the Rochester Q. 31. to be held with the Fairport
church, May 31:— Opening sermon, W. Walker;
Difference between Regeneration and Sanctification, J. B.
Randall; Office Work of Holy 8 irit, C. B.Hart: Evidenees of Christianity, H. H.
bor; ‘Are Children
Effected by the Atonement? C', A, Hilton; Relation
of the Church to the Temperance
Question,
J. D.
Clague;

=

s

ed”

wr

&

-

month

gee:

gE Ea

SF

stamp

580,515 70

L

-

DURING THE YEAR 6,514 POLICIES HAVE

JOHN CHURCH & CO., Cincinnati, 0.

BE

FE 2
8.

=
5 (42)

[=]

Bt

Send

Agents wanted.

125,027 156

36,154 19
800,558 63--$32,730.803 20

From the undivided surplus of $2,626,816 the Board of Trustees has declared a reversionary divito
dend available on settlement of next annual premium to participating policies proportionate
their contribution to surplus. The cash value of the reversion may be fused in such settlement if
‘
>
elect.
so
the policy holders
iy
3

ries, Sketches, Corre-

ple and tull particulars.

gw Fos
2 cn

=

[7p] :

Notice.

Sto-

ty Mfg. Co., 3d place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

®

©

Et =a

Eg

the year.

subscriber at $1.50 a year.

Zr

gH

BB

Visitor.

|
-

-

ds

Sup, wisid by te. 7, Sc doen

(RAY, LIGHT,

Itching

Dandruff,

Price
\

?

781,585 39
432,69540

a

participating insur-

.

-

Divisible surplus at 4 per cent

spondence, etc., by the best wrilers. - No music
lover should be without its monthly visits. Choice
of four elegant premium volumes free to every

$75

©

@

i

a few applications
of the AMBROSIA
to a beautiful auburn or
to the dark, lustrous colors of youthful tresses.

ers.

‘i

¥1,R54,887 3¢

-

and above a 4 per cent reserve on existing policies of that class

1t is perfumed with extracts from fragrant flow-

| MUSIC|
3}

-

hy

Reserved for premiums paid in advance -

Falling of the Hair, are at once cured by it.
it
Where the hair follicles are not destroyed,
a
will cause the hair to grow on bald heads.

MUSIC

[}

-

’

9,780,529 91
2,541.576 48

Reserved for contingent liabilities to Tontine Dividend Fund, over

The Independent Journal of Music
CONTAINS atleast $20 worth of new music
during

ec} 3
cc

|

Humors,

CHURCH'S

a

1,427,933 18

:

.

-

ance at 4 per cent. Carlisle, net premium ; Sh

HENRY BOWERS,

FREE.

A OF

Musical

Advertisements.

©

for.

Ld

aged 71
In Standish, Me., Feb, 25, Joseph Higgins,
years, 7 months and 27 days,
Bethel,
Clark,of
M.
Benj.
of
wife
M.,
Jan, 31, Lydia
Alice
Me.. and daughtér of the late Rev Samuel and
B. Hazletou, aged 09.
ye“ ————
d

Comp-

10, A. mM,

waiting

.

-

Reserved for reinsurance on existing policies;

|

practical guide to the study of Thorough-bass,Harmony and Composition.
Covers the whole ground
in a manner su simple that a child may learn.
Bound in Cloth, $1, By
.

N. S 8,

commencing
March 10, at 2,
DiTUs DAY, Clerk.

(P. Q.) Q. M, will be held with

chureh,

BNE

:

chureh,

been

.

ROBERT B. COLLINS,
CHARLLS WRIGHT, M.D, .
J. F. SEYMOUR,
jis ~

PALMER'S THEORY
ers have

$32,730,89820

«

Department of the State

Reported losses awaiting proof, &c.
5 per cent. Carlisle, net premium

2

§
5,258,705 31

TRUSTEES.

The book students and teach-

67.60
Treas.

filed with the Insurance

York.

¥

;

-

CASH ASSETS JAN. 1, 1877
Appropriated as follows:
Adjusted losses, Gue subsequent to Jan. 1, 1877

|...

The best since his

PAGES

Jepor

|

75 cents each, by mail; $7.50 per dozen,by express

HENNEPIN Q. M. will hold its next session w ith the

Minneapolis
P.M.

YOUNG

-

.

.

.

:

140,232 82
65,307 19—

«ft

-

-

.

:

-

AMOUNT AT RISK JAN. 1,1876
AMOUNT AT RISK JAN. 1, 1877

~ “Song King,” of which over

Died
in

York.

/

Excess of market value of securities over cost -

postal

200,000 HAVE BEEN SOLD!

In New
Mr. Richmond A. Negus and M iss Annie Dodge, both

Hotices and Fppointments.Paw

Schools and Choirs.

Feb. 26, by Rev. George ‘Wheeler

Shoreham,

_

167 Jefferson Street,

to the

New

H. R. Palmer's New Book for Singing

5.00
10.00
5.00
10.00
2.00
1.00
3.60
3.50
1.00
4.50
3.00

N. BROOKS,

sual

of

gg ty

HERALT

NONG

Married

S. BURNETT,

418

8.00

delay.

on a

LADIES’ COMPANION, Box:2:77, New

N, H.

;

DR. JOHN

card, and send it without

“
Berlln Wis _
O Fuller
“.
LM
“
S F Pa
Tiles Unity Me for zenana work
J A 8
Greenwich St Prov R I on A C Bickford
Adams Peak Kan per H W Morse
=
M C Russ Royalton Vt
per E N Fernald
Weare QM
i"
Cumberland Q M
hid
Gerham
A F Shaw B
Vt
E Randolph
gv
2d Sandwich NH

2

PULPIT,”

AGENTS should write their address

E N Wright

Wis per

Grand Prairie

Lane, New York.

.

.

HR
.
in
.
Agents’ balances Accrued inferest on inyestments to Jan. 1.1877 ~
* A detailed schedule of these items will accompany the usual

of

Its rangeof action is wide, and the

42d St. & Madison Ave.
New York City.

5.00
O-por-tract cause... 10.
¥

Fall O

L W Steeits Cayurs

¢“ PEOPLE'S

Address

292.26
Treas.

Mission.

A friend per G H Damon
1 “Stim:

HP

JR.

.

|

42
16
22
67
4g

B

-

-

-

b:}

0h

we

7.648
Vipin
234,280
873,001
376/604

may reasonably expect
sold, the’company,

-

in liabilities)

other reparations
gad in the
the only arfisle used by Phy; iu
Europe.
this country and
itals of
of Pond’s Extract,
HISTORY and Uses sent
free on application to
pamphlet form,
in
COMPANY, 98 Maiden
POND’S EXTRACT

2

- MANAGER & PUBLISHER :
WM. B. MUCKLOW.

-

Foreign

167 Jefferson Street,

EDITOR:

.

:

-

-

-

ties shows that, when

CAUTION! Pond’s Fatract has been ijitatin.
ry prepared
8 he
The geuuire att a
.
by the only persons living who ever
Nos. 1 and 4, are worth double the amount of the
Refuse all
.
properly
_ knew how to prepure,it
!
yearly Subscription to the ¢ People’s Pulpit.”
of Witen 1 agel. Thisis
.

-

.-

-

-

-

7,817,790.82

$37,984,69351

-

am

.)

to realize at least its cost.
Bonds and mortgages, first lieu on real estate (buildings thereon
insured for $15,321,000, and the policies assigned to the compai
K
ny as additional collateral security)
*Loans on existing policies (the reserve held by the company on
.
these policies amounts to $3,659,450)
*Quarterly and semi-annual premiums on existing policies, due
subsequent to Jan. 1, 1877
*Premiums on existing policies'in course of txangmission and collection (estimated reserve on these policies $505,000, included

No Stock

will never be withoutit.

SUCCESS.—Rarely

UNPARALLELED

87
$2,164,080 81 $5,210,140
257,130 861,906,949 95

Invested in United States, New York City, and other sfocks (market value $10,311,645 67) hie
.
.
.
Real Estate This includes real estate purchased under foreclosure, amounting to $778,402 82, a recent appraisal of which by competent par-

uarelief it affords ia so prompt that itasisinval
in every
ble in every Farm-yard as well
you
and
once,
tried
be
it
Let
Farm-house.

|

:

49

-

rig

,340

.

.

.

-

ASSETS.

asumonin, Colic, Diarrhces, Chills,

Colds, &e.

37

REV. DR. S. H. TYNG,

CURTIS,

a

-

Cash’ in Trust Company, in banks, and on hand

Chafing, | Stifftes
8, Lacerations,

dle

or )
Swellin;

.

DISBURSEMENT ACCOUNT.

TOTAL

OTsémen. -

s an

i

Stree

Stables,

Harness
Scratches,

-

ACCOUNT.

J

.

-

-

-

-

ie

Breeder, no Livery Man can afford to be with=

has a 2d edition of sermons been 80 speedily call-|
ed for. It is said that two of the above discourses,

1.00
ST

Concord, N, H,

mnie 3 Se bill

J

:

Reduction of premiums on United States stocks
“
.
On other stocks

in New York City. Ithasnoequal forSprains,t

25
2

|

ERS—Pond’s Extract,

1|

Winter Voyages.
2
of . Duty.
Evasion

4.
5.

1.00

1.00
1.00
2.50
2.50
10.00
10,00
10.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

3d

Complexion.

REVENUE
.

pen
*
.
Losses by death.
Dividends and returned premiums on canceled policies
.
Life annuities, matured endowments, and reinsurances
fees
physicians’
and
expenses,
agency
brokerages,
Commissions,
Taxes, office and law expenses, salaries, advertising, printing, |

improving - the

refreshes, while wonderfully

13

3. Separate from Sinners.

d

ific),
tings

it is a

+
-

TOTAL

ess
TOILET USE. Refooves Soreness, Roughn
and Smarting ; heals Cuts, Eruptions
TOC F.

The Lord of the Mind.
X

1.80

SILAS

:

The Sayiour of the Body.

‘ 2.

1.00

QM

“

THIS DAY.

(for which

tarrh

| CONTENTS;
No. 1.

4
id
a

Scalds,

In addition to the foregoing, they

DOUNLED.

Price, 25 cts. prepaid; $3.00 a year.

CONTRIBUTION,

this great
toms, they shall be put in ossession of
boon, free of charge, and shah have the benefit of

~EOTISVEEER

14.50
2.00
50.00
6.00
a0

a
A A Tasker
hd
Sawyer
Newmarket
Richardson
H J Russell Pawtucket Rel 4th & 5th
G 8 Ricker Lowell (Mt Vernon) Mass
“ad
wy
A B Glidden
“ (Palge St)
Shaw
ji
hn
Jennie Wheeler
M F Robinson
COLLECTION.

Weare

THAN

2d Edition!
PART I of the “ PEOPLE'S PULPIT."

NOTES.

Those sufuing with consumption or any of the
sympabove maladies, by addressing ‘me, giving

SET

wl.

MORE

READY

12.00
10,00
10.00

Miss A © Smith Mauchester (Pine St) N H .s2nd
»
8 C Furnald

Miss
Miss:
H'B
C H
Miss
Rev
Miss
H D
Miss
Mrs

A RARE SUGGESS!

CIRCULATION

10.00

St)

5
Miss Ellen M Haines Biddeford Me
Col by E N Fernald in Feb.

1 feel confident that I am in possession of the
only sure, infallible Remedy—uow known to the
profession—for the positive and speedy cure of
that dread disease and its unwelcome concomit-

Full directions for preparation and

10,00
10.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
5.00
10.00
1g
.00
5.00
1.00
10,00
5,00

Col ch Lawrence Mass per G 8 Couch
Deerfield N H per E Blake
+
Olneyville R I per J D Hubbard
|
“Greenville RI per A Given
N banville Vt per A H Milliken
$
CONTRIBUTION.

’

treated.

:5.00

|

Interest received and accrued
Less amount acerued Jan, 1, 1876

manent cure.

fa-

and

uent

entire confidence.

10,00
5.00
1,00

4

.
Premiums.

I have heard
a spe=
ical prepara- | BLEEDING from any cause. For thisitis
vorable mention made of his
cific. It has saved hundreds of lives when all
tions, and have examined testimonials respecting
i
ies failed
them from eminent medical anthorities of this
mose, stomach, lungs, and elsewhere.
.
city, who employ them in their practice. I have
euralgia and
Earache
TOOTHACHE,
and
Lozenges,
Peristaltic
the
used
frequently
Rheumatism are all alike relieved, and
+«
think thein to be a most agreeable and valuable
(Signed) ALEX H. RICE.
medicine.
uainted with
Price trial Box, 30¢; larger Box, 60c, For sale
azel recomby all Druggists, or by mail, postage free, on remend it in their practice. ‘We have letters of
ceiptof price ce by E. 8. HARRISON & CO., Boston.
wi
mmendation from hundreds of Physicians,

2.69

HS Harriman Lowell Mass (Page
Miss
Rev A H Milliken Nv Danville Vt 2nd
Rey C B Peckham Hallowell Me 3d
COLLECTIONS.

fit

family

wrest dread of the human

‘8 a8 a
I have known Dr. Harrison for man,
of
practical chemist. His statements a orth

©

2nd

Oppression after Eating,

From-the Governor of Massachusetts, formerly Mayor of Boston;
BosTON, Dec. 1, 1866.

N. H.

Mrs M A Prescott

Street.

that scourge of humanity,

Consumption,

3.00
1.14

i

Eran

OF NET CASH ASSETS, JAN, 1, 1876
AL

i Corns,mee etc. MgArrests’ ine
x
ig
elons,
Hy
bleeding,
stops
uces wellin
flammati
&
discoloration ly and als Ta) rapt
oresyt
!
find it their best friend. It oT uages
| - LADIES
e painsto which they are peculiarly
|:
ressury in
subject notably fullness an:
the head, nausea vertigo, &o.
% profpt)
. ameliorates. and permanently
heals alt
kinds of inflammations and.ulcera=
tioms.
J
HEMORRHOIDS or PILES find in this the
only.
relief and ultimate cure.
ox Ol
can
No
‘however
its
VEINS.
ARTCO!
KIDNEY DISEASES

Stomach

Sour

of the Skin or Eyes, Sick Feadache, Coated
Tongue, Biliousness, Liver Complaint, Poor ApJosie, Debility,
Faintness, Neuralgic Pains,
onthly Pathe and all Female Irregularities, &c.
Also the best
Worm Medicine ever used.

4.50

Rev R L, Howard Lewiston Me §hine St) 2nd
id
NH
Dover
.G F Mosher,
3d
“we
"
J HHurd
3
Yao
Danforth
H W
‘3d
G W Clarke
Rev G 0 Waterman ** 3d
Richmond Cor Me 2nd
Rev E G Page
Shepherd Manchester N H 2nd
Miss Mary
Mrs A Woodman Lyndon Cen Vad
Williamstown Vt Ist
Rev R L'D Preston
Prof G B Files Augusta Me 3d
3d
**
Miss Helen Hinkley

In.

of Medicine of New York.

renee

.

75

i

DYSPEPSIA,

insof Burns,

obi

~

AMOUNT

No family
can afford tobe without
Accidents, Bruises.
Extract.
Pond’s
Contusions,
Cuts, Sprains, are relieve
éxternul , application.
tly
almost

Spitting of. Food, Palpitation! 5 also Headache,
Dizziness, Pain in the Back or Loins, Yellowness

3.60
6.50

Miss C 8 Steere Greenville R I 2nd
Rev Nahnm Brooks Manchester N H 3d

To Consumptives.
5

as
such

Collected by E N Fernald in Jan
INSTALLMENTS ON NOTES

For lung diseases the most mild, bland and nutri:
tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be ‘used,
with more benefit secured to the patient than
with.double the quantity of any liquid oil. The
most delicate stomach will not rej et it. Sold by
Druggists.

-

vA
¥

Le

LE

other.

no

Take

“A

cause. All outward applications are only time
and money wasted. Aiso, we promise a cure for
every kind of-

5.25
5.06

Education Society .
Sandwich Q M N H per E H Prescott

OIL JELLY, APPROVED

8 Platt

>

Rev 8 C Whitcomb Dover Me 2nd
RI
Rev 8 G Woodrow Providence
J W Applel.ee Rochester N H 1st

require

Ee

!

BR YADWAY. |

NOS. 346 AND 348

Note: Ask for Pond's “Extract.

of ‘the Rectum, as they reach the

and fu

SILAS CURTIS, Treas.

:

Concord,

<li
a

E. H. TRUEX,

st

Pain Extractor.

v

the

never

.

Y

curative virtues cannot be excelled.

86.94

Asth;

luenza, Hoarseness, and Consumptive and
*
matic Complaints.

Vt

, cause no pain,

al

:

ase

8

CHILDREN.

b

Fernald
"

r EN
Me

pro

i

Hol boon Jn Soe over
Doberayur,
IN EVERY KINDOFRe | FO Rain
WARRANTED
thirty years, and for cleanliness afid prompt
Pl LES

5.20

2nd ch Sandwich N H
Envelopes from chhs

from us

ing oftentimes immediate relief in Bronchitis,

h

,Ch E Randolph

Coughs.—¢ Brown's Bronchial Troches"
will allay irritation which induces coughing, giv-

by the Acgifémy

Q M N
aplel

Weare
Ch No

SE
FEMI of)

r

nd axe the) only dyer | « fear, for X will speak of excellent
ted comedy for usiness,

‘

A G James Richiand Wis

ge.

61.60

EA

**
"

a%

ie lili

:

ey, a
Seth 2 Jhoroush,
! uf Jetentt
‘rons Dasino
"on adver

1.00
1.00

Nealley

B F

late, act

Dover N HperI D Stewart
*
ah

Waterman
Stewart

GC

Rev

here~=Scranton (Pa.) Times.

OD LIVER

8.50
2.00
15.00
1,00
3.00
5.00

(20.00

Home Mission.
Rev J Meader
EA Sah

1

TIVYMD

'

Bundy.
Tho Tugs
The Universal

8 |

DIY

square on the head,” as they are, Dleasant -

L.A. DEMERITTE, 7veas.
.

, Dover,N. H.

S

in. !
n
Di
¢
vented the Peristaltic
Loze nges “he the nail

i

tion,

everywhere to require any commendation

| Em

4

‘aterman,

BI BA

fullof Pills which.

Ar

‘| drai

‘Wash-

aux'y to Woman's Miss Soc
Seekers
Pearl
ington St ch Dover N H per Miss Jessie

\|)

0

rson needs is some Portable, |

Pleasant and
Effective Remedy for Indigestion.
Without
a thorough digestion of the food hore

Dunkerton Lester Io,
T E Wainwright W Oneonta N Y.

FRANK MILLERS HARNESS OIL received the
highest and only award at the Centennial Exhibi-

bovidiiata

-~

ena
eld Vt.
Ane Dunkerton
ter
Black Hawk Co Io.
K Gatley 18 Hanover St Portland Me.

The very best, 6 for $0, delivered free everywhere.
Keeps Patent Partly-Made Dress Shirts,

AC

"THE MORNING STAR, MARCH 7.
~ COSTIVENESS PONS EI
R i : THIRTY-SECOND ANNUAL REPORT
+AND—
Tor
y

Business Fotices,
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new book=full,

complete, accu

-

t.
rate—the best in the marke

AGENTS WANTED.

ARs,

, Bub,

BB Buselbub. 0

|

[
.

Poetry, |
(

#

What's Ann doing, ‘Amanda?

THE WIFE'S REVERIE, ~~
Bought

so late,

by such bitter pdins endured;

Dare we forget those A i
And think a

they wil come no more?

the drawing-room
ner,”

With tearful eyes I scan my face,
And doubt how he can fiwit fair;
Wistful, I watch each charm and grace
;
I see that other women wear ;
Vi
Of all the secrets of love's lore,

Must

before

the

her face pale,

:

refined

in

features,

His thoughts are far away, I know ;
To fathom them, I vainly yearn;
But nought is ours which went before ;

O Heart! we can but-love him more!
1 sometimes think that he had gv ed
An older, deeper love, apart
From this which later feebler moved
His soul to mine.
OQ Heaut! O Heart!
‘What can we do? This hurteth sore.
Nothing, my Heart, but love him more!
— Saxe Holm in Seribners.

“ May I ask a favor,

ma'am,

till early in the morning?”
‘ No,” answered her mistress,

seen

by

busily revolved, she unlocked her
took from it a twenty dollar note,

‘ Now, he of the blue had lost a leg,
And the other had but one arm,
And both seemed worn and weary and sad,

as if by accident, under the.

They told of battles in days gone by,
Till it made my young blood thrill;
The Jeg was lost in the Wilderness fight,
And the arm on Mulvern Hill.

“ They sat on the stone by the farmyard gate,
»
And talked for an hour or more,
Till their eyes grew bright and their hearts’
seemed warm
With fighting their battles o’er.
And parting at last with a friendly grasp,

Tif & Kindy, brotherty way;™

Each ealling on God to speed the time
Uniting the blue and gray.”

Then the mother thought of other days—
How they knelt at her side and, lisping, prayed
“ Our Father which art in heaven;”
How one wore the gray and the other the blue ;
How they passed away from sight,
And had gone to the land where gray and
blue
Are merged in colors of light.

And she answered

with

her darling

golden

hair,

While her heart was sadly wrung

young girl,

whose face

robber,”

her

groaned

hands ;

“ hod

to

and

garnished

ago that T heard

you boasting

to Mrs.

tive, armed with a warrant,

‘* Who's

out

wages.

Itis not

about

does ali that well—but

her.”
«

!

her

I've

work—she

no

®

trust in

ge

‘What has she doe? Pe

¢ What has-she done?” echoed the lady
somewhat
sharply.
¢¢ Nothing,
of

and Ann was

sweetly

here

and

there;

the

choir

gal

You've
in the

«Of

heard of Gineral
marble

palace

up

course I have—indeed, have some

acquaintance with him.” “Or would give
the universe to scrape ome,” she might

with truth bave added.

5

« That's unlucky—for
the officer,

with

an

you,”

observed

obvious

absence

of

sympathy ; ¢* for yer see this here cook as

you've accused

K

of stealing

ip his only

side,

were

chdnting

joyful

*

trunk, or hidden about your

8 slatternly girl of eleven or twelvé made
her appearance from the basement, with
ip her arms,
‘a little boy

who

made

a

snatch at an egg-stand and knocked it on
the floor in passing the table.

\ 4 You awkward, careless Gypsy!” cried

Mrs. Garret, with great spirit, ‘ That's
ry

bedroom

at

+ Amanda!” cried the lady, when left this moment?
Go on with the search,
alone, ‘“ bring Horace up.”
‘Mr, Officer ; she’s determined not to con. In response to this summons a ‘large, fess. It was a national bank bill for

the second thing you've broken this mern-

twenty dollars, numbered 108,943.

« Seems (0 me I've seen your face before this, m

1,”

muttered

the

officer,

confidentially)

* You'll please fork over

the key of yer'kit, young woman.”
With trembling hands Aon waved

him

on, and wntied a ribbon from about her
1]

When'

mother

in

the
a

S.R.

hands.

Nor

were

years

Lists spiritual family. Were not these just
as fragrant as the blossoms? The children,

all

clad

supremely

in holiday

happy,

service was

attire,

and when the

‘were

chapel

over they formed a merry

procession; and, singinga joyous carol,
wentto their several homes. All sad and
lonely little Chrimheld crept away to her

desolate home

to tell her decrepit old

grandmother all about the joy in whieh
she had no share. Nothing had she to
bring the good Lord she loved so well,

for no flowers could growin

the ‘dark,

cold room
where these two povertystricken ones dragged out a meager exist-

ence, and the sick old woman
been able

to

spare

her patient,

had no!
loving,

the officer,

with

some

malice prepense. ~ *“ Shall I go on with
the s’arch ?”
¢“ No, no! For gracious’ sake, leave
me! Let me think!” groaned our friend,
in real anguish of mind.
So the officer went down stairs with a
very different manner from that in which
he had ascended.
:
Meantime the following
taken place between the

interview had
master of the

no gift unto my altar to-day.
Ah, thou
hast given me the sweetest offering of all.
Thy loving patience, thy gentle obedience, thy holy submission tomy will, are

for he has made

radiant diadem,
thy brow when I
shine brighter and
countless ages of
of holy
sorrow,

‘wilt thou not be-comforted?” And Chrim-

house and the accused.

fault. * I would not disobey my fathér by |
following the dictates of my heart, yet
how could I go through the daily sorrow

of thwarting his expressé@-wishes!

I re-

solved to escape from both temptations:
for atime, and I could think of no way
in which I could more securely

hide

my-

self than by going into service for a time.
1 confided my story to the good manager-

ess of the ** Domestics’ Training Institution,”

ali

who

was a

friend

:

of mine, and

re

Not far from Salzburg, Austria, is a great
mountain, the interesting. bit. of sinformation
about whieh is, that it 7is' ‘said to consist of

nothing but beautiful marbles /sThe

name

of a

a singularly truthful sketch

of

it, and one that is irresistibly pleasing from
beginning toend. It is not only a story of
real life, butit is so sadly

can commend the record,of such a life for the
wholesome lessons thut it teaches, for its incentives to an abiding faith, for its illustra.
tions ef that sweet assurance of the Father, **1
will never leave thee nor forsake thee,” and
for all its encouragements ton well sustained
Christian life.

(60 cents).

true

to

life,

that

Bates contributes the following to Mr.

Long-

fellow, on his birthday,Feb.27:
Could greetings meet from either hemisphere,
And speak at once what from the heart wp
throngs,
How Bable-voiced the praises thon wouldst Bear.
Since all the nations love and learn thy songs!
What though thy life-clock strike the dusky hour!
With thee 1t is not that but brilliant day.
Like Noythern skies, thy light still holds its
power

amples of the way in which peace and love
may be promoted,not only, among children
at home and at school,but {among older peo-

ple in all neighborly relations.

s

The poems and bits of poetry in the March
Scribner's take a wide range.
Charlotte F.

The little girl

who lost
4 prize at school won a better one
by kind attention to 4 poor sick child; and the
parents who encouraged and promoted that

To bless both Teil aiid Travel on their way.

spirit of self-denial in theit daughter not enly

Thy Northern sun not hinting yet of night,
set the neighborhood an excellent example, ‘Well may we say, “The hour has not struck
but also won for themselves the reward of a
right.”

good conscience,’

Mr. Joseph A. Torrey turns an

But

through

In ancient story we are told
That Midas’ touch turned anything to geld.

the

But we, to-day, a stranger thing

publishers, which

werit

and

adventures

blood.’
OUR

that

quie ken
“

COFFEE Reo. re

By

The longer poems are by Bret Harte, who
pays a real tribute to the late Generil Bartlet,
and by Prof. Boyesen in an * Elegy on A. G.

L.” General John A. Dix contributes a brief
article on * Claudian,” in which he inserts a
line-for-line rendition of one of the lighter poems of this not very familiar writer,
The
concluding
installment
of
Saxe
Holm's
‘* Farmer Bassett’s Romance” shows that the
author bus not lost the art of writing intensely interesting and pathetic stories. The present number is brilliantly illustrated, siich arti-

is

:

cles as ** The New York Agaearium,” “Princeton College,” the ninth of Clarence Cook's
talks on house-fyrnish ing, and

Elizabeth Cotton,

*“ The Youth of Gilbert

Roti

Stuart,” aiid

contain-

fog anecdotes of Beojumin West, Sir’ Joshua
Reynolds and others. A single illustratjon is

given with Dr. Holland’s “Nicholss Minfurn,”

people in

the motive of which is discovered

The author of the book,

who is herself the author, alse, and
of the work described, had seen the

LS

painted by himself—this accompanying Miss
Stuart’s remfuiscences of her father, entitled

some of them—of friendly work among the iaa district in England.

McClel-

by artistic sketches. There is also a large engraving from a fine portrait of Gilbert Stuart

We have become interested in this book, and
in the work that it describes, as every one will
who really reads it. It records the results—
poor

Gen.

3
2
THES-W

With
a preface by Lieat.-Ger’. Sir Arthur
_ Cotton, R.E.,K.C.S. I.
New York: Na* tional Temperance Society
and Publicatio
House.
1877. 12mo. pp. re (81.00).
.

temperate laboring classes and

behold

Men turn to anything when touched with gold!

bravery of Robbie, the son, and the good sense
and courage of the daughters, their course of
life, though full of rugged
experiences, was
made to yield some prosperity and a good
deal of happiness.
Not only was the home
Kept, but the children got an education, were
active in all good work, and were instrumental in winning many to the better w ay.
Each of these stories is characteristic of the

‘work attempted by these

old myth as

follows:

to lie in the

discussion of problems connected

with

men-

promoter dicant classes in ull ranks of society.
The
wretched: editorial departments embrace a list of sub-

“condition of the poorer classes about her, and jects which for variety, timeliness and ability

knew something of the professed difficulty that’

public men found in dealing with the question
of how

to help. them.

Miss

Cotton

did n’t

need to theorize long on the question.
Her
quick womanly instincts taught her that what
these people needed was sympathy, that their

attention should be first drawn away from
themselves, fixed‘upon higher ideals, and then
returned

upon

themselves

‘lifted to this desirable

as

subjects

higher

state.

The book has been

in England, and

received

the

with

work

that

commends itself, not only as a
its results, to most people who
help the needy. The plan has
some success in this country—*‘
are not unknown in our large
perusal of this narrative ought

So she.

contributing

to

Sanitarian, by Elisha Harris, M, D.; Prize of
—Expense ; The Probabilities of Living

succeeds

it describes

0. Box 1956, -

method but by
really desire to
been tried with
Coffee-rooms”
cities—and the
to increase and

The

making

plain to all who listen.

faculty of compelling

He

mirror of illustration,

C. Whiton has two delicious
ma’s

of Mr.

Miss
“ The

Snow

Instead of

the usual Kditorial Departments,

the number

closes with accounts from various cities of the

distribution of the dolls from the Wide Awak:
Dollis’ Fair,

giving

many

letters

from

the’

hospitals, and also a list of the ‘* Wide Awake
Helpers.”—Boston : D. Lothrop & Co.
A pamphlet

entitled Florida as

a

Permao-

nent- Home gives a good deal of information
likely to be wanted by persons seeking either

ly and in such convenient form the bestof the

pleasure, or health, ora home in that

constitute u

land of

oranges—and ofalligators. \ It nay be had for
10 cts. of C. W. Blew, publisher, , Jackson-

large part of his sermons and prayer meeting
tulks. The book is neatly and substantially

L

villegFla.
|;

In a pamphlet entitled Mongrelism, the au-

best proof
of its real, abiding value will be in ' || thor (Dr. W. F. Quinby,

Wilmington,

endeavors to trace a good deal of

“THE JEWISH TEMPLE, Its Typical and Spir-

the ed-

Storm.” avd

terkin Paul” completes the poems.

book for selecting and arranging so judicious-

its possession by the reader,

and * Mam-

Farman,

“In a Bird House,” each charmingly iltastrated. * The Third Adventure of Miltiades Pe-

a common

made up on its mechanical side and crowds a
large ‘amount of material into its pages.
The

Tustructions.”

itor, also has two,

admirers of the

which

scraps of poems,

“ Baby in the Crib, Thinking,”

great evangelist will thank the compiler of this

anecdotes and illustrations

the older read-

Doty Bates, the author of the popular book,
“ Classics of Babyland,” furnishgs
anoth fr
tiny Classic,
* Hickory, Dickory, Dock,"il
lustrated by her sister, Mrs. Finley.
Mrs. L.

his auditors to see a
up

for

en for the purpose, a portrait,a view of “Rlmnwood,” the poet's residence, and an interior,
the latter being the quaint study. Mrs. Clura

possesses the rae

The

article

George Lowell Austin, of Cambridge, and illustrated by engravings from photographs tak-

a spiritual trath

point with his eyes, by holding

attractive

ers of the March Wide Awake will be that in
the * Poets’ Homes” series. ~~ The subject 13
James Russell Lowell.
1t is con'ributed by

Seizing on some touching in-

in

to be

100 Years Old—The
Longest Lived People;
Editor’s Table;
Literature.~New York: P.

‘| cident of home life, or some common phase of
business experience, the revivalist by a sort
of direct, almost gomical; quajutness all his

own,

O. Van-’

Industrial Hygiene ; Lite Insurance Companies

Moody in gaining gecess to the hearts of the
people is to be found in his aptiess to teach

by illustration.

School-Reom - Crowding—Brown’s

Society, by Prof. ¥. IL. Hamilton, Affection of
the Eyes, by Prot. C, R. Agnew,
™M. D.; More
Room and Better Arrangements,
by
R. J.
O'Sullivan, M. D.; Watch the Children’s Feet;
Conservative Medicine and the Mission of the

great favor

success

Contents:
L. Gihon,
8, Navy;
be used;

derpoel, M. D.; * Proceedings of Medico-Legal

may thus serve
Who would en-

the

The Sanitarian.
March, 1877.
Sanitary Reform ia Ship Life, by A.
A. M., M. Di; Medical Insjecior, U.
Disinfectants—When They Should

port of Health Officer for 1876, by 8.

ANECDOTES AND
ILLUSTRATIONS OF D..L.
Moony.
Related by him in his revival
work.
Compiled by Rev. J. B, McClure.
. Chicago:
Rhodes &
McClure.
($1.00;
paper, 50 cts.).
Doubtless one of the most important ele-

ments

any maga-

Bad ‘Air;

what was done in *‘ Qur coffee room,” but al-

80 tells how it was done,and
as a kind of instructor to any
gage in the work.

of treatment are hardly excelled by
zine, New York: Seribner 4 Co.

Dream, by Puilo; Fatul Steam Boiler Explosions; New
York Quarantine, Annual
Re-

to be

flowers of rarest fragrance; while thy
deeds of kindness and thy sweet words of
trustful love are sparkling gems, which I quicken interest in it. Tbe bdok not only tells
will set for thee in'a
whérewith 1 will adorn
take thee home; it will
brighter through all the
eternity. Blest child

is the

of the waye and sayings of children.
The author must have. diligently studied child |ife,

‘little nurse long enough to go off into opened a room where they could be gathered
daughter and heiress”—
in, surrounded by wholesome influences, and
the woods and gather even so much asa
“ What?"
gradually filled with the belief not only that
Mrs. Garret sat down on a broken-back- bunch of evergreen branches. The long somebody really cared for them, but: that not
day ended at last, and Chrimheld cast a single *‘ upper room” was closed to their
ed chair, with a face as pale as a ghost.
To think that her penetration should herself down upon her wretched bed to approach. Many came in at her invitation,
and the results accomplished by this one
have served her so ill as to suffer her to sleep. While she lay sleeping a bright, Christian woman would be marvelous
to one
glorious
angel
came
to
her
with
this
|
insult this Jady—this daughter of one of
who kuew nothing of the power of friendly
message from her Lord: ‘Dear child, and human sympathgto say nothing of givine help.
the grandest magnates in society.

dost thou grieve because thou hast brought

BABIES, which

death has jately entered the home in which
ing through the cloud, and in its cheer Doro-) the scenes were laid and removed little “Tod.
thy walked peacefully,
and joyously.
We die” beyond the stars. Boston:
Bq
A.K. Loring

the

among the poor and suffering of Father

peo-

book that the most. of our readexs.know some-

followed him und left the subject of the
sketch an orphan, when other losses came one
after the other and left their burden and
gloom, it could have been no easy task to have
taken them without some bitter spiritual exercise. But there was always the light shin-

the

before the

literary

father thing about by this time, is a charming story

few

flowers

with tenderest care, lest the cruel

EE

_ himself off without another word.

the

to furnish the family and Sunday-school with
reading that contains wholesome insppuction,
nourishment for both brain and spirit, and
that is at the same time not devoid of literary

held was comforted. So will our gracious
Lord accept the heart and life gift of every
nn
course, or I'd send her packing. But
instanter,’
¢¢ Sir,” said the latter, as soon as they Joving little child upon the open ing of the
she’s shy, and secret, and won't tell me |" said Mrs. Garret, sternly, * if ‘were alone, ** I think you have the feel- glad new year.
anything about herself; and has, ridicu- the gtolen property is found in your pos- ings of a gentleman. Further conceallous airs about Sleeping alone, and won't session, you will go to prison, miss—that ment is useless, and before I leave this
even allow Amanda inside her bed-room you shall.”
house I owe you an explanation.”
door. There's something wrong, depend
—
Ann’s white face slowly kindled with
Mr. Garret thought this was the beuponit. If there wasn't a screw
loose a scorching red; her large dark eyes ginning of a confession of guilt, and
Gleanings.
>
.
somewhere,she weuldn’t be here for such dilated with a deep hofror ; her lips tarn-: said :
The Irish World gives this curious bit cof
low wages.”
information to a correspondent: ‘‘ The sorrowed pale; her breath seemed to leave her
“ Yes, Ann,” very sadly but kindly.
« If that's a fault aint her, you can in a gasp. .
“Iam not what I seem,” pursued Miss ful tree is found near Bombay, India. Itis so
culled from its habit of blooming only at night.
raise tnem,” suggested Mr. Garret.
* You accuse me—of theft?” she falter- Arpim, in an agitated manner.
‘“You While the sun is shining, not an expandéd
«« There, James, you may as well go to ed.
J
‘have heard of, six ‘months ago, Gen- flower is visiblaz yet in half an hour after the
your office, if that’s all you have to say,”
Mr. Garret silently put her into a chair erg Ari's daughter, ‘who disappear- sun
is below the horizon, the tree is full of
|
cried the lady of the house. * But She looked as if the shock would strike on ba
them. There is little beauty in them, though
mark my words, before you go, I'll find her dead. wu
« Heavens I” muttered
Mr: Garret, the odor is pleasant, At sunrise the petals
close up or drop to the ground. This tree, it
Ann Walker out before long.”
“ Do yomydeny,” demanded Mrs. Gar- He now feared poor Anh-was insane.
would seem, must have some sort of relation
_ Mr. Garret sighed as he rose to depart. ert, none the less spitefully for this atten«¢ My father,” continued M8 Arnim, to the night-blooifng cereus.”
He well knew that remonstrance would tion, “that you.picked®ap that twenty- +¢ wished me to marry a gentleman who
“Dr, Janssen is said to be perfecting an au24m, avail nothing, for Mrs. Garret’s preju- dollar bill that, was dropped on the car- was in every way repugfant to me, I tomatic
photographic revolver, to take photobs
dices were as the laws of the Medes and
pet, just on’ this spot, this forenoon? having already given my hearkto another, graphs of the sun every hour of the day, from
- Persians, that changeth not, so he took Hav’n’t you got it in your pou ket, or whose .want of fortune was his..only sunrise to sunset.
?

wavering.

when

HELEN'S

the

destitute of worldly goods.

chrysanthemums,

the only offering brought uato the ‘Lerd
upon that happy day. There were cakes
and bread and bon - bons for distribution

She began to believe she had been shel-

in your life.

spirit sweet. und

either

eager, loving

Won't the Gineral plank down
the thousand pounds reward?
Hoorar!”
* What do you mean! Masked Mrs.
Garret.

Arnim as lives
the Hudson?”

from

died,

keep the

white

on

dear Lord could "receive them from

man.

orkardest mistake, misses, you ever made

fhith

to

ranged

frost should spoil their beauty

for. her thesemonths.
six
I'm a made

dethe

struggle

leaves and

watched

the

minute I set eyes on her,” cried the man,
exultingly ; ** and to think of me findin’
her after all, and three of us a huntin’

tering a very great criminal indeed.
*“ What do I mean P” grinned the
tective. ‘* Why, that you've made

as the narrative pictures would naturally be
attended by an almost constant intense moral

boys clad in white, pure as the new fallen
snow, and wearing chaplets of holly

blossoms of these fragrant gifts had been

glance.

«1 thought I had spotted that

es without murmuring. The quietbess must
have been largely external.
For such a life

ROBBIE MEREDITH, by the same author and
publishers, records the struggles of a family
left without the husband and father,and almost

Taking a greasy Poke ou
out of "anthems, whiletwo by two the children
his breast pocket be opened it, and drew came to lay their offelings upon the altar.
forth a photograph,
which was Ann To each couple the reverend father said:
**As ye have giver unto the Lord so may
Walker's vignette.
“ Them two's the same gal?” asked he he return. unto you fourfeld of His abundant mercy.”
Soon the altar was "heaped
eagerly.
flowers. The buds and
“Yes,” answered the lady, with a with beautiful

dollar note
fall out of
forenoon.
I
so—ahem—

imperatively rung up, while Amanda was
ordered to remain, that she might take a
warning from the event to take place.
“ Ann,” said her master, feeling very
small, ¢ Mrs. Garret misses some money,
and this man has come to"
“Find it, my dear,” subjoined the
officer, who had been regarding her with
undisguised interest. ¢¢ “So if you'll hand
over the keys of your kit, we'll proceed to”

CHRIMHELD'S GIFT.
In the first week of the glad New Year

with

tion.

found that girl out in a theft.”
« Pshaw! no. - Your ¢ superior girl,’
Ann!”
*¢ She has just helped herself to twenty
dollars of mine,” ~
‘ % Good gracious,” cried Mr. Garret,
pausing in the act of carving the tur-

of Mr.

ple. Its'standard has heretofore beem high,
and weare confident that it will not be low.
ered under its new conductors.
It will, of
course, continue to be published in Boston.

“ Neighborly Love” contains some good'ex-

this? » | came a bright, beautiful day, and in a
quaint little chapel far away in queer old
pair had a fine surprise.
the case, they saw two cartes Germany the happy children gathered,
majestic looking military man, this being the "day appointed by good
about sixty, the ether of a Father List for bringing child-gifts to the
The altar was wreathed in everclad in silk and richest lace, 4-Lord.
green,
with
pure white flowers peeping
bore the exact similtude of

note,” observed

Brenmer you had the best cook in New
York.”
«¢ So she is a good éook. I don’t expect to get such another for twice the

that bank note’s disappearance. It was
found stuffed into the cavity under the
shuttle of his mamma’s sewing machine.
—delected.

Mis.

I have the number of it, and after dianer
THE LOST BANK NOTE.
you must go immediately and fetch a
« James,” said Mrs. Garret, while sit- policeman.”
tingat breakfast one morning, ‘“1 don’t
Bewildered, though far from coavineed
« How, in Heaven's name, can’ I ‘apololike that new girl, I have my Smepicions ‘by the proofs of Ann’s guilt which his
gize
for my mistake ?” she gasped. *‘ I'll
about her.”
wife cited, Mr. Garrett suffered himself to die of shame outright !”
« About Ann!” returned Mr, Garrett, be sent off on his « errand of i jpstice and |’
¢«¢ Meantime we haven’t found the bank
in surprise. ‘ Why, it's only a few days soon returned in company
a detec-

fie

Little Master
Horace proved, seme
weeks afterward, to be the real cause of

«¢ By the hooky !” ejaculated the officer,
a light breaking all over his face, and astonishment preventing further articula-

of the

Fortunately

service,

wrongfully.”

Ann Walker's .

«« James,” said she, solemnly, “ I have

the dust-pan and burnt it.

such

richly chased,

Opening
—one of a
apparently

forgot to pick it up before I left the room.

Circle.

of

Then the

care-

When I came down to dioner I instantly
{ missed it, and the abandpned creature
actudlly said she might have swept it into

‘ Please to accept wy humble

a box o f | Miss Arnim. Then turning to her former
and cuffs, one or two master, she said, pleadingly :
unexpected titles as
“ Let me ask as u particular favor, sir,

an elaborate monogram.

:

it was a twenty
which—ahem—happened
to
my desk on the floor thid
was busy with Horace and

They are seen in the sky at even,
And many a noble, gallant soul
Has found them passports to heaven.”
—Selected.

family

case,

When Mr. Garret" came- home to dinner he saw by his wife's portentous face
that something dreadful had occurred.

With the thoughts awakened in that sad hour
key.
By her innocent, prattling tongue;
“Yes,
“ The blue and the gray are the colors of God;

Ann

¢¢ Halloo,” cried the detective, opening
the lidy.and taking out a silver photograph

table. Then she cut and basted some
more work, making
enough rubbish
about the floor to insure the servant's
Javing to use her dustpan before dinner.
By the time this was accomplished she
discovered little Horace and the machine
in such danger of coming to grief together that, first driving‘that innocént to the
qther side of the room, and-then picking
up her scattered sbuftlé and reels, she
called Ann up stairs to put the parlor to
rights, and left the room, taking Horace
with her,

Two stalwart boys from her riven;

were poor

think that I have harbored"—

desk,

edge

attractive and valvable to most

Garret, clasping

1 fully marked the number, and dropped it,

Yet their greeting was kind and warm.

here portrayed, was quiet in the sense that
it took bravely what came to it, and went over what might seem to many of us hard plac-

‘“ A wholesale

is of importance for me not to be Seen by
—by some one who might know me.’
“You will ‘obey my orders, girl, or
And what do they mean by gray?”
leave the house!” retarned Mrs, “Garret,
‘Was heard from the lips of a little child
beginning to quiver with temper.
As shé bounded in from play.
The mother’s eyes filled up with tears;
The servant courtesied and withdrew.
She turned to her darling fair,
In a few minutes she was at the winAnd smoothed away from the sunny brow
dows
but in a close sun-bonnet, to Mrs.
Its treasures of golden hair.
Garret’s unspeakable disgust.
** Why, mother’s eyes are blue, my sweet,
¢« I think I can see through my lady,”
And grandpa’s hair is gray,
was her inward comment.
¢ She issome
And the love we bear our darling child
jailbird the detectives are after. I'll lay a
Grows stronger every day.”
trap for her, and if she is not caught in
‘ But what did they mean?” persisted the
it, my penetration isn’t much.”
child ;
. Rising from her sewing
machine,
“ For I saw two cripples to-day,
And one of them said he fought for the blue | which she bad been busily plying in MasThe other,he fought for the gray.
ter Horace'’s behalf, while her brain as

Colter,

|Aago, said:

A.” in a silver monogram ‘on the top,
‘ Now I'm blessed if this ain’t a pretty
kit for a servant girl,” remarked the detective taking out the desk and proceeding to pry it open with his penknife.

BLUE AND GRAY.

J. J.

the single trank out. under, the skylight t | he bad treated so insolently ten minutes

* Longfellow’s Hyperion,” ‘* The Holy | that I may be permitted to go without

0 mother, what do they mean by blue? -

Mrs,

and unlocked it.

is no

Grail,” by Tennyson,
and some o f | meeting Mrs Garret again. I can imagMadame Michlet’s in the original French ; ine now,” she added, with a trembling
and a beautiful mother-of-pearl desk in voice, ‘“ what innocent and friendless
the very bottom with the initials * A. W. girls feel when they .are suspected

“It

" By

all the dressesto be found hanging up »
and not finding what be sought, dragged

books

off

LIFE.

Following the announcement

plain linen collars

passers-

by,” she urged, almost pleadingly..

ONE QUIET

folded by itself in silver paper;

«J want them done pow.”
_ ‘“I don’ wish'to'be

have seen the result, Mr. Guvret,”

time;

Cracker’s illness comes'the*statement that the
Literary World,founded, and,for nearly seven
vears edited aud published by him, has been
nation.
‘By this time the earnestness of her pears on _thesurfyce.
Tha story of NEIGH- purchased by Mn, Edward Abbott and My,
h is iveluded in the, same Edward H. Hames, respectively of the editorimanner and the calm refinement of her BORLY LOVE,
covers,
and
of
whose
presence there js no ex- aland business departments of the Congr.
language had carried the conviction of
ternal sign, is quite as interesting and profita- gationalist; and will hereafter. be conducted
truth to her listener's heart. He gazed at ble as the-one that gives the volume its name. by them. The critical reviews of new pube
ber in amazement and. distress, while a The two are sufficiently different to afford va- lications, the original and selected discussions
flood of shame dyed his brow.
riety, while the aim and spirit of each give of literary topics, and the information about
| The detective now entered, and witha | them enough unity to make them at hom in| authors and their works, with which the
deeply respectful obeisance to the woman the same binding. The ‘¢ quiet lite” that is World is each mouth filled, make it especially

Very neatly arranged

»
curtly,

in due

You

Walker's simple belongings, Some dain - | Miss Arnim, and to pardon my mistake,
tily frilled underclothing, smellingjof What can I do for you?”
lavender; her modest Sunday apparel | “Bring me a cab, if yon please,” said

the

cleaning of the front windows be put

conscientiously as it was: possible.

and epiritunt strengthening of Youn converts,
Part second, on the same subject, will appear

author of * Robbie Meredith.”
Boston: D’
Lothrép & Ce. 12mo.. pp. 193. ($1.25).
This book is dike some
excellent people
‘that we know ofezthere is more in it than ap-

the officer first coolly rifled the pockets of

at

Titers Beit.

duty as

She burst ioto tears, ‘though her eyes
flushed through them’ with proud indig-

the unprincipled wretch, for there

not

that

sort of sob

knowing what she may do.”
Arrived at ‘Ann's niiserable bedroom,

handsome, but singularly intelligent and
earnest in its expression,
She looked a little anxious and troubled as she noiselessly arranged the room,
and when she was ready to go, she sid,
in a very soft voice:

" A look half tender and half stern;

a

row that the note was ubodt to be dis
covered,
‘ James,
keep your eyes om

In a few minutes Ann came up to clear
the dishes off, She was tall and well-proportioned, about twenty years of age,

O Heart! can we this love restore
To him by simply loving more ¥

him

“I'll show the way,” said the mistress

sée her at all. | I'll take that out of her.”

In many things where others shine.

gave it to

of the house, sure by these siges of. sor-

lest folks

through her influence 1- came. here with
‘the determination of doing my

shook her, and large tears rushed in torrents down her cheeks.

din-

steps

forsooth,

Suspends

’

As i

:

retired to ear-

wash

five in the morning,

His life is broader far than mine;
1 must be lacking in his eyes,

upon his brow,

ed.

ry her message, ‘I'll pull her pride down
for her abit.

1 see each day, he grows more wise,

- 1 often 0

———

“Upon my word.” muttered Mrs. Garret, resentfully; ‘as Amanda

'

1 know but one, to lave him more!

windows

——
———
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THE

neck, on which a small key was

to do it.”
Go and tell her I expect ber to wash

sare,

»

Ja
[3

** She's dressing the turkey, mum.”
* Did she scour ‘the front steps this
morning?”
*¢ Yes, mum; she got up at five o'clock

Our sweet estate—of joy assured ?

It came 80 slow, it came

A

ing. Who do you think is, going to pay
for all you destroy ? Come here, Horace,
love, and havea nice piece of toast.

(O Heart of mine, is our estate,—
~

-

the

Del.)
evil In

the world to the mingling of the blood

of the

red, white and . black

argu-

races,

It

is an

itual Meaning,” is the title of a 50 page pam-

ment for the preferment

of the white race,

phlet it

which will be admitted

to be

en by George’ Rodgers and published

“by F. H. Revell,

Chicago..

A

previous work

stone-maon the Jewish Tabernacle
by the same author
gons cut out blocks and columns of it, take
‘has well prepared the way for this treatise on
them to the great city, and build palaces of
the Temple.
It consists of twelve separate
them, while the chips are used to make playing
sections representing the different features and
marbles for the young folks.
uses of the Temple, the first chapter giving a
Accordingto M. de "Lesseps, previous to condensed and every way excellent history of
1870, rain fell only about once a year, in the the structure.
region of the Suez Canal; now it falP’s twice a
Itisa practical and really helpful little
month, one of the results accruing from thes work to all Christians, young and old, though
Canal.
evidently designed more for the instruction

if

strong in pro-

Porlion to the sceeplanes of the authbr’s prem

ses

History of Prohibition

in

Maine

ig the

subject of a paper prepared by Rev. A.
ley (Northfield, Minn.,), and read at the

Wi-.

rve-

cent Union Temperance Convention in -Minnesota, It is propared with considerable his
torical accuracy, and presents statistics that
show in striking force the reat temperance
by * the Hgine
work already accomplishe
law

|

a

——

\
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THINGS
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ed with the 1st ¥'.

with different in-_

Union.

il TRUST
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Confidence is everything

to be trusted,
desires abdve all this
prFree sous1s reel
lveely wor Kt : whoeverev fears God | would not be glad when he is sad.

not bebe
gl! ;'\ | would
ould not
Arey) Brownings
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fears-to
Pearls I take to be the devout thoughts of | his anxieties.
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| death. He was a cheerfu "arden bearer, keeping, Table Ta Ditmer Btiquette, Social Ob- buildings. ayer es
TIOURNS™ | ag sHleis all bis. . Woman, generally, are them ; if they have faults, I hit them
or
Dana, Job
and H,
students)
be the AdoDio Coniptinion. Of oYery per year. Aid is rendered
duty, Yeady for every iio “hile | otei—“8hould
POL
be
to
necessary.
not
But it is
Of My ondition,? §aid | 2verse to keeping things to themselves, | sirong.
T never complined
Rook np pt. for the Christian ministry.
poet Sadi, * but once, \when my | and a husband is often over-dosed with | hard and repellent and unsympathetic in | dren and very Bn 8 tivo, ok SPONGING on | housekeeper.” Tribune, Chicago.
{he + Persian

foet were bare and hed.io i
thenI
wd] Siehted ib my do
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Some proms oubis, ay
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has plunged them into anxiety ; and

itinct~—Georgé Sand.
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ANOS & ORGANS hp new and
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ispose

Whatever

by a change of | the domestic circle, in society. It will not

1 never saw a dare-devil face that had notin | make no sign of it save

EGIATE INSTI-

TON

ARY

win’

s V'Wo
OF
A GREAT/OFFER! tre ne | PROPRIETARY | Wikzor conteitian, ioe

A

:

cant

xis.

BE T00 -CriticAL.

Dox't

be upon them—dread of failure, certaint

otis,

Iassion, that which brings us back to

wr

to say
they think it right
| not domestic

oti ied ddfraRL | i

:

3

Jo

wi

ars Write to the Presiden, or to he

but when
| sympathetic,
To
silence
and a lack of the

a sculptor I should
were

that he is a fool,

of Ja-

represeat sin with two faces, pre

nus, looking in opposite directions; one should

are all the

token

who

women

to the

which

are | do any one

‘one’
to ¢
b,
One's,
8by words.
object to into
carresses 2 | feelings

usual

she

has of

her liege

her

boasted

intuition

don't please you,
People are not all made to suit one
cannot keep her from flying to the con-. taste ; recollect that. Take things as you
clusion that itisa personal matter that find them, unless you can alter them.
she isno longer loved, or that-he loves Even a dinner, after it is’ swallowed,
nor the fool that he is a sneak.—Joseph
much
some one else, And 1 believe
can not be made any better. Continual
(look.
domestic misery has been caused in the fault-finding, continual criticism of the
iS
———
first place by the man’s secretiveness conduct of this one and the speech of that
DETECTIVE INGENUITY.
when he had no secrets which Siig fio one, the dresses of the other and the opinThe ol! proverb, Murder will out, is pot have been go
ou
by his wife.
constantly justified, and it is curious and may say, why should he talk to one who ion of the tother, will make home the
‘interesting to’ see how, as the craft of can not understand or give counsel—to a uchappiest place under the sun. If you
crige deepens with the progress of civili- being with such vague ideas of stokks, are never pleased with any one, no one
ever be pleased with you. And if it
zation, the ingenuity of discovery keeps and banking and speculation; that ‘he iswillknown
that you are hard
to suit, few
equal pace with it.
can only wonder why things have gone
Old-fashioned robbery, the foot-pad and wrong ? - Well, there are many reasons: will {ake pains to suit.
the highwayman riding up as in the last- the woman who ‘holds bim dear will give
centary English novels, and presenting a him more sympathy tban any other living |
blunderbuss at the couch window while being, for “one thing; and hé needs
the company alight and are relieved of sympathy, whether he knows it or not.
theie purses by the masked Rohin Hood, And then she has her rights, for she is a
PARTICULAR
NOTICE!
Persons wishing
who leaps into the saddle,and touching his partner ina firm of two, and the books
obituaries published in the Morning Star,
Lat, with a round compliment to the ladies, should not be closed to her. She is mate
cullops away—all this has passed away of the vessel in which be is captain, and who do not patronize it, must accompany
with the bailiffs and sponging-houses, the surely should know what shoals are near: them with cash equal to {en cents % line, to
Brevity is speeially
Flect and the Marshalsea.
The garroter and moreover, if you love her you do not insure an insertion,
and the masked gang of burglars are the want to make her miserable. Trust her. important. Not more than a single square

be idiotic, the other Machiavellian.
But the
one face could not see the other. The idiot
woulgr
not know he was Machiavellian; the
Maciavelli would not know that he is idiotic.
Thefneak would not know that he is a fool ,

Jord’s trouble,

all

of two and one-half octave bells, and
effects produced

for great

of robbery in our-day,while

and

difficult

crimes

of rascals are matched

with

the

those

wits
to

to the wall.

A recent capture of mail robbers well
illustrates this, and is a sigoal proof of
the skill that foils the most careful crime.
Merchants and others in Philadelphia who
had dealings with Boston found that the
most valuable and important letters constantly miscarried.
They disappeared
without a ¢lew,

and

the correspondents

full

information, ap-

plied itself with its most skillful detective force to the discovery of the thieves,
butin vain. But similar detective skill,
differently employed,struck the clew. The

detective

ng

of

1

Fess

company

“was busily engaged in the search

for val-

uable baggage that had Leen stolen, and
some of the agents, who had been *‘shadowing” two suspicious persons, followedthem from a house in Prince Street to the

office of the American Ex
0
Compan
Dy, |
at the corner of Broadway and Fourth
Streets. ‘The suspicious persons here left
wo packages addressed
to Canada.
When they had left,
the detéctives eiiterthat

company their suspicions

.ges contained stolen goods,

pack-

the

BRU

sd

4

he principles involved are a thousand
times more complex. International law
and polity, political economy, finance,
vernment to
the relations of the-federal

the states, the relations of the States tos

constitutional history and
other,
constitutignal law, diplomacy, and a vast
aggregate of recorded usage and technical

each

the

to acquire even

we

the

At present,

of knowledge?

was | only ednecation

One

of this vast

elements

SELLS
Church, School,

the religions interest very low,

and references.
Lawrence,

with an

Kan.,

work,

750 pages

outfit.

of 100 years to coin money
ants this work.

four

weeks;

once made

was at

This discovery

— Dr. Holland,
blunders.

!
3
.two bags.
The mail-bag contained mutilated letters which had been evideutly

mailed at York in Pennsylvania, and the
<atchel the working tools of a route agent
upon the Pennsylvania Railroad. Here was

AMERICAN

in

Springfield;

M

!

Mr. Louis J. Jennings, the Englishman
who was until recently editor-in-chief of
the NewYork

Zimes,

aud is now

writing

a trunk claimed by- her were found letters mailed a few days before in Philadelphia, containing cheeks payable in
Boston. Other letters were lound from

which the inclosuves had been

gaken, and

it appeared that money had bd

paid up-

on forged indorsements of signatures

ob-

tained in this way."
The last man who
was arrested was found to be the important confederate,
He was a mail driver
who allowed the bags to be taken from

the wagon,

When

the bags

bad been

thoroughly rifled, they were carefully
done up in packages and sent by express
10 various distant cities, addressed to’ fic-

Utious names.

All

traces

of

the bags

“thus disappeared.

It was a clever

‘hough,
20nesty.

but not

clever

Corruption wins not more than
As Fielding is fond of saying,

it has been remarked

by

some

wise

phi-

of the future. The resources of invention
will be ransacked for machinery to work

still better and cheaper than that now in
he English cotton lords will not
use,
readily surrender.— Boston Advertiser.
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grity of these artificls

of his
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MRS. MEHITABLE, widow of
Crowley, died in So. Lewiston,

Ay

With

ETOLPy

Form.
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Satteen, $1.75.
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of
of
one.
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mail, in Coutil, $2:
To Agents at 25 cts.

$5 free. STINSON
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§
‘

J CHURCH
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Co.,

Silk

A. LiBY.

FURNITURE.

S, S, Banners

in

cotors-and

Collection dishesin carved

walnut, etc., from $1.50 to $6 each.

ners and Decoration,

WM. RANDALL died suddenly in East Hebron, Me., Jan. 26, aged 69 years and 11
months.
He experienced religion in 1837 and
was baptized the same season by Elder Austin

Wheeler ang,united with the F. B, church at
Fast Hebron,of which he remained a worthy

a day ‘at home.

$1

and terms free,

i

10 ots. post-paid.

Agents

wanted.

Outfit

TRUE & CO, Augusta, Me.
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ANOTHER

No

be as moral gs his works; as no

STEP.

The New York University has taken a
decided step forward in the: decision ‘of

the faculty to admit women fo all the advantages of the triple conrse df studies

fince there iz none; so that he has nothing

to fear from Mr. Craven. The question
of the co-education of the sexes is not
for the

recitation-rooms

are

already crowded, and consequently the
* Women students who apply will necessa-

tily be organized

in separate classes, and

will use the recitation-rooms

at

different

hours. Diplomas will be issued 10 women
asjto mer. We congratulate this honored

preacher

is as pious as his sermofis.”

:

Bo

Doubtless there ‘is egotism and egotism,

else the sharp - eyed Sydney
in that institution—the classical, law, and not bave written :. “I shall
medical schools,
Whether~ Chancellor
Crosby would: admit them also to a theo- gize to “you for egotism.
logical department can not be known,’ “felv men writing to their

involved,

author can

Smith would
never

apolo-

I think

very

friends

have

enough of it."

the sexes
claimed

Be Courteous.

Courtesy and flattery

are distinct, and one need not be over
anxious lest others should think that there
is no soul in the amenities of life. ¥f
he himself is sure of his sincerity,

The

others

Christian’ Union

has

lingers

among

together, but it can hardly be
that tife : pernicious influence

in the walls of the -recitation-

>

trustful

She leaves a husband, four sons and other near

relatives.

The assurance that she has gone

to

be with ber loved Saviour, where not a trace
of trouble will ever more cross her peaceful
breast, dries the
mourners’ tears and cousofes

Bluntness does not mean
more of them,
honesty, and a. recognition” of ;whatlever
ig good in men does ‘not mane, insincerity

TEMPERANCE
LIVING ISSUE,

The National Prohibition Advocate.
It has the largest circulation

BETSEY

BURGIN

CHENEY, wife

Carlos Z. Cheney, died in Barre, Vt., Feb. 15,
aged 4b years; She experienced religion when
eight years of age, but did not make a public
profession of her faith in Christ till sume seven
years after,at which time she was baptized by
the writer; uniting’ with the church at East

Orange.

She remained

a devoted

Christian

till death. | She Joved the house of God, and
although her health wus poor she took great
pains to meet with the bretoren for ‘worship,
and was always(ready to speak ‘a word for

She

Jems,

died

in- the

triumphs

of faith.

She leaves a husband, a daughter; brothers and
sisters and other relatives to mourn their. loss.

.
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permanent.

H FULLER

and

JEWELRY fit

pair gold-plated engraved sleeve buttons, cne set
(3) spiral shirt studs, one Gents’ Im cor
pin, one
improved shape collar stud, one Gents’ fine link
watch chain, and one Ladies he 'vy'wedding ring;

price of one cakket, complete, 50 eet: ; three for
$2, and 12 for $3.50,all sent

post-

pain by mail. 8ix dozen and solitl Bilver watch for
$20. Agents can make money se ling ttiese oaskets.

Send

$50 cents tor sample

and

LIS 4,550, 12.00 ¥: 3, 8nd $00 'P: # for

Leave foot of Clarkson street at 7.15, 8.15, 9.15.

EN

7.00, 8.15, 9.10,

0.90 A, Mo 15, 3.10, 4.15, COD. a

Pullman drawing-room cars are attached. to the
9.30 A. M. and 1.20 P. M. trains and

sleeping cars to

Clarkson street, Nos. 529 and 944

Bropdway,

at the

Erie

Railway

rincipal Hotels,

all offices

of the

Jompany-in New York and Brooklyn, and at No.
4 Court street Brooklyn. Baggage checked from
residence to destination.

,

Sunday Trains leave New York,

of Liberty

street,at 9.30 A. M.,3.30, 12.00 P. M,I€ave

/

-Philadel-

phia at 9.30 A. M., 3. 30, 12.00 P. M.
Ny
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COLES & CO., 735 Broadway, N. Y. City.
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the Originals in this busivess, and
Mes, POLLY As Widow of 11, 8. Mather;died
i,
‘in Albion, Michi, Feb. 11, aged 68 years and have no * Miltengeold» or “brass ?jewelry:
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Hemorrhoids.
PILON.

nothing
effectual has been presented to
the public, which would rapidly
alleviate
syniptoms and ultimately
prove an ecffective cure.
In PILON we
have®a remedy
which not only acts almost instantly, but
will remove the largest tumors of the parts
wave

Bveglt Pacii

|*Jack’n|i

Sif) oh | £2
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| Many causes tend to produce this painful and distressing state.
The
blood is
retarded in its return;
the too frequent
use of drastic
purgatives tends to produce
congestion of the
bowels, torpid action ‘of
the liver, and numerous other causes are
the source of this complaint, and hitherto
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